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ABSTRACT 
Goelz, Jeffery C.G. 1984. Upland boreal forest 
northwest of Thunder Bay, Ontario: Ecology 
and applications to silviculture, pp, 
Additional Key Words: geombrphology, indirect 
gradient analysis, land classification, 
ordination, phytosociology, silvicultural 
recommendations, site index, succession, 
synecology. 
Multivariate phytosociological methods were used 
to investigate the ecology of upland boreal forest 
stands. The ecological information was used to derive 
silvicultural recommendations. The boreal forest stands 
did not form tight associations. Species were distributed 
individualistically; most species have broad, overlapping, 
environmental tolerances. Most of the variability among 
stands was attributed to the environment and to species 
precedence on a site. Geomorphology and moisture regime 
were related to community composition. Pinus banksiana 
dominates sandy glaciofluvial deposits. Picea mariana 
achieves moderate abundance on glaciofluvial deposits 
which are moister due to finer soils or to topographic 
position. picea mariana may also dominate shallow 
moraines. Deeper moraines were dominated by mixedwoods 
composed of all species common to uplands in the study 
area. Succession is of minimal importance; other factors 
override successional trends. 
While plant communities were related to 
the landforms are much more discrete than 
communities. Therefore, landforms were used 
silvicultural recommendations. Land types were 
by combining or dividing simple 
features. The seven land types were 
landforms, 
the plant 
to derive 
identified 
geomorphological 
associated with 
trends of community composition and of productivity. 
Silvicultural recommendations were derived for each of 
these land types. These recommendations were primarily 
determined by potential hardwood competition and 
productivity. 
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1, ISTHOBOCTIOH 
The Korth American Boreal Forest crosses the continent 
from interior Alaska to Newfoiinaiaiia in a belt over 800 ka 
wide- lithin this belt there are distinct differences in 
vegetation across relatively short distances in both 
latitude and longitude flarsen, 1980; La loi^ 1967; La 
toi and Stringer, 1976). This study will characterize one 
part of the variability within the boreal forest. 
The intent of this study is to nse quantitative 
phytosociological technignes to attain the following 
obiectivess 
1) To identify and describe the major plant communities in 
the area. 
2) To determine the factors that affect coamanity 
composition, structure and dynaaics- 
3) To obtain information about species distribution and 
performance across environmental and temporal gradients. 
4) To determine relative stand prodnctivity (in terms of 
site index) and relate prodmctivity to site and community 
cha ract eristic s- 
5) To derive silvicnltural recommendations by synthesizing 
the ecological environment with the management environment. 
2- 
2* LITIBATOIB 
2.1* OPtlHD BOBBAI. EOHEST COHMOHITIES 
h comprefeenslve review of the horeal forest is gives 
by Larses C^^SO). Boreal forest staods across a 
losgitadinal gradient «ere studied by La loi f1967> and La 
Roi and Stringer f197€). "fhe sontliern boreal forest border 
has been studied by Buell and Hiering (1957), Haycock and 
Curtis (1960) and Gregory (W79) • Hurley and ficXntosh 
C19€9), Bamaan |1964), Davis (1966), Delaney and Cahill 
C1978) and Foster (1984) have studied eastern subalpine and 
aaritine feoreal forest, Bellefleur and Auclair (1972) and 
CogMll f1982) studied Quebec boreal forest in both the 
Great Lakes - St, Lawrence and the true boreal regions of 
Boiie (1972) . Carleton and Haycock (19^8* 1980, 1981) and 
Carleton f1982a, b) have investigated the boreal forest 
south of Jaaes Bay, Xhe boreal forest of Hanitoba, 
Saskatchewan and alberta has been studied by Hoss (1953), 
litchie (1956), Mueller-DoBbois (1964), Groenewoud (1965), 
Swai! and Dix (1966) , Dix and Swan (1971), and Purchase and 
La Roi (1983). Wiereck, ,et al (1983) and Yarie (1983) 
studied boreal forest vegetation of interior Alaska. Hy 
review will be restricted to upland conditions in the 
closed boreal forest zone; tundra and open woodlands will 
not be discussed. 
-3- 
2. -Fire aii4 Succession 
Fire has a large iBflneace on the structure of the 
iioreal forest llatXy 1960; lone, 1961; Kayll, 1968; Hone 
and Scotter, 19^3; Day and Woods, 1977; Woods and Day, 
1977a ;l3;c; larsen, 1980; Garleton and Haycoct, 1980; 
Alexander and Baler, 1981; Cayford and HcSae, 1963; lone, 
1983)* The boreal forest consists of a aosalc of 
predomiiiantly even-aged stands dne to fire history and, to 
a lesser extent, topographic conditions- 
Fire is such an important process that it has been 
guestloned whether succession has any meaning in the boreal 
forest Clowe, 1961; Dix and Swan, 1971; Carleton and 
Haycock, 1978; 1980; larsen, 1980; Cogbill, 1982). Few 
stands survive longer than thO years fDix and Swan, 1971; 
Haclean and Bedell, 1955), and the fire rotation is on the 
order of 60 to 100 years fWoods and Day, 1977c; Cogbill, 
1982; Eowe, 1983). The fire interval varies from region 
to region and varies with topography and soils within a 
region |Sowe, 1983; Foster, 1983). Foster C198 3) 
calculated a fire rotation of 500 years for southeastern 
labrador, an area with slow forest growth and with a cool 
wet climate. Within this area, lichen woodlands and birch 
forests had a fire rotation of less than 100 years. 
The classical concept of the climax fClements, 1936) 
is untenable for the boreal forest, if not elsewhere CDrury 
and wisbet, 1973; Horn, 1979). All boreal tree species 
except balsam fir | Abies balsamea ) are well adapted to 
-4- 
regenerate after fire |Ho¥e, 1961)• Balsam fir is the oulf 
upland feoreal tree species able to refrolace sticcessfiilly 
mtiler its 0¥B canopy (lowe,196t; Bir and Siyaor 1971; 
Carleton and Maycocic, 1978; 1980) and typically it 
regnires a distnrbance fey sprnce fendworffl or blow-down to 
reach ttie canopy fSprngel^ 1976). apparently balsas fir is 
aore tolerant in its seedling stage than sapling or tree 
stage fHaycoct and Curtis, 1960). 1*he concept of the 
cliaax as a pattern of various-aged stands across the 
landscape fWhittaher, 1953) could be applied to the boreal 
forest. However, this pattern is a result of fire regimes 
and not an intrinsic property of the vegetation. 
Individual boreal forest stands change through time 
due to differing growth rates and longevity of the 
compoment species, it is pointless to argue whether one 
should call this succession or stand developBent (wierman 
and Oliver, 1979; Oliver, 1978; t981; Bicknell, 1982). 
There is only a difference of scale. 
Carleton and Haycock (1980; 1981) and Haycock and 
Curtis 11960) found that boreal species do not form tight 
coamunities. Carleton and Haycock could find no discrete 
clusters when they tried to classify understorey 
communities. Overstorey and understofey species appeared 
together primarily due to similar site reguirements. Hany 
herb species seemed indifferent to changes in the canopy- 
Onderstorey species tend to resprout after a fire which 
leads to a greater uniformity than the overstorey which may 
-5- 
chamge after a fire* Some oirerstories were associated with 
a greater aaderstorey species richness, This occurred on 
sites with an import of water and nutrients from lateral 
seepage* The species ricliness was greater feecaase of a 
more faworabis site and perhaps as increase is the range of 
microsites which would increass the naaber of available 
niches* Carleton and Haycoch^s |1980; 198t> evidence 
tends to support the individualistic nature of plant 
coffisanitles fGleason, 1926)- 
Attempts to classify upland boreal forests have 
delineated a few broad groups and a few extrenelf local 
associations CHoss, 1953; litchiey 1956; Groesewoud, 
1965, among others)• Associations that exist only in one 
locality are merely a curiosity* Groenewoud»s (1965) 
classification of white spruce communities derived two very 
specific associations which only occurred on gley-soils 
near lakes and one very general catch-all white spruce 
association. The gley-soils communities were identified by 
the presence of Equisetam - arvense - or . Egulsetaa ■■ pratense ■■ The 
general type was characterised by feather moss and various 
amounts of herbs, Groenewoud*s results are typical. Other 
investigators merely studied more of the landscape and 
described more associations. Such studies apply some 
phytosociological methods, but the derived units do not 
have a true ecological basis. The studies are more 
mensurationaX than ecological. Swan and Dix (1966) stated 
that although the primarily monodoiinant stands they 
-6- 
emcount«re€ could probably be readily classified, such a 
classification irould not foe based on any real distinct 
differences* ^he classification uoald foe based on 
artifacts of stocbastic processes on species distrifoation 
and wonld not represent tfoe results of competition or a 
strict plant-environment response* 
2•1•2. Soils and Bnviroafflent 
Soils and environment also influence the structure of 
individual boreal forest stands* Jack pine ( Pinus 
foaftksianaV predominates on fresh to dry sandy soils (Hoss, 
1§53; dueller-Doffifoois, 1964; Swan and Dix, 1966; 
Carleton and daycock, 1980; Purchase and La loi, 1983; 
Cayford and dclae, 1983), although Hitchie C1956) found 
gack pine predominating on clays after fire* Pitchie»s 
study area was near the northern limit of closed boreal 
forest and only folack spruce C Picea marianaV and gack pine 
were abundant* on shallow ground moraine black spruce and 
Jack pine dominate {Maclean, 1960; HcGlain, 1981; 
Pierpoint, 1981; Jeglum, 1982)* ^he finer upland soils 
will be forested by a mixedwood composed of Aspen fPopulus 
treaiiloides\ * paper birch fBetula papvpifera) * balsam fir, 
the spruces and Jack pine with the various components 
determined by age, soils, climate and stochastic events 
fdoss, 1953; Maclean, 1960; Mueller-Dombois, 1964; swan 
-T- 
aad Dix, 1966; Carleton and Saycock, 1978; 1980; Day a»d 
Haryey, 1981; 8cGlaia, 1981; Pierpoiat, 1981). I*a Boi 
C1967) and La Hoi and Stringer f1976) found two 
discontinaities in spruce coffimanlties across Canada. One 
discontinnity was sooth of Jaaes Bay. Balsam fir was 
greatest to the east and gradoally became less iaportant to 
the west, ispen and white sproce fPicea olaacal. were most 
abandant to the west and less important to the east. 
Another discontinuity was located near lake Winnipeg. To 
the west Of Lake Winnipeg balsam fir was negligible and 
aspen was also less iaportant. White sproce was of much 
higher iffiportance to the west of Lake Winnipeg. 
Onderstorey species had similar geographic distributions. 
These differences are controlled by climate {La Hoi, 1967; 
Larsen, 1980); precipitation decreases from east to west. 
Bellefleor and Aoclair {1972) used principal 
components analysis to help explain the yariation in the 
Quebec boreal forest. They foond that biotic (tree 
species) and abiotic (site and climate) yariables were 
strongly correlated and they stated that abiotic yariables 
gaye a better indication of the patterns of variability 
than the tree species themselves in dlstingoishing maior 
ecological relations. However, their stndy was a biased 
test of the hypothesis. They used forest inventory data 
from a large part of Quebec. Some of their data were from 
the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence region fHowe, 1972) and 
some were from the boreal region. Since climate varies 
-8- 
greatlf over their study area, cliaate should, and does, 
have a large effect* One of their aain findings was siaply 
that lowlands are different than uplands. Given this 
simple dichotomy of uplands and lowlands, site 
characteristics should have a large effect. The only 
vegetation data they used were presence or absence of tree 
species* No understorey species were considered and no 
guantitative values for tree species were used - only 
presence or absence* Boreal tree species are known to have 
wide environmental tolerances ffutaer^ Knowles and Parker, 
1983) so mere presence or absence of a species has little 
or no ecological value. For example, aspen, birch, balsam 
fir, black spruce and jack pine may all be present in 
stands varying from dry outwash sands to moist, 
loess-covered moraines* Quantitative values for these tree 
species would give considerable information pertaining to 
the characteristics of a stand. Since any tree species may 
be present in almost any stand, presence-absence data gives 
little information. Furthermore, their environmental 
variables tended to be mutually exclusive while their 
vegetation data were not; only one type of soil could fee 
present in a stand, but several species could be present. 
Expectedly, Bellefleur and Auclair (1972) found that their 
vegetation data did not explain the variation as well as 
their environmental data* 
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2.2 APPI.ICAl*IOH OF MTOSIS^Ef! ST0I5Y “fO FOBES^Y 
Forest stands varf due to soils, physiography, cliiaate 
and species preseiKse, abundance and growth characteristics. 
Inhere aiust be some basis for dealing with this variation to 
det^mine appropriate management decisions. Since these 
factors comprise an ecosystem, it seems logical to base 
management on the characteristics of the ecosystem |Kelson, 
Harris and Hamilton, 1978). Either the entire ecosystem or 
some part of the ecosystem may be considered (Barnes, 
1983). Although only one part of the ecosystem may be 
used, it is hoped that the one factor will adegnately 
describe ecosystems. Different factors may perform better 
or worse in different areas. A single factor will not wort 
well when the factor varies little in the study area, or 
when the factor has no consistent relationship with other 
components of the ecosystem. Methods must be indged 
empirically; one method should not be universally applied 
merely because it was successful somewhere else. Often the 
plant community is considered in isolation of the other 
components. I have attempted to use plant communities in 
this manner. *fherefore, 1 mainly discuss the use of plant 
communities rather than the entire ecosystem. Hills* 
(1952; 1960; 1961) system in Ontario and the British 
Columbia system (Klinka, et al., 1980a; b; Klinka, Feller 
and Lowe, 1981) have both claimed to be holistic. However, 
Hills* system is primarily based on physiography and soils, 
after an initial stratification by climate, and the British 
-10- 
Colaiatiia system is tiased on vegetatioB after an initial 
stratification by clxmate. 
Classification systeas can be foriialated at a broa3, 
policy anS regional plannliig level or at a specific land 
manageiieiit level CFrayer, Davis and lisser, 1978). *Plie 
scale ased to look at tbe landscape is tied into the 
purposes of the classification flows, 1971). 1 will 
concentrate on the scale suitable for individual 
silvicultural and forest management decisions - the forest 
stand- Some studies use a scale larger or smaller than a 
stand. Xf the scale deviates in either direction the 
classification has less utility for forestry (Helson, 
Harris and Hamilton, 1978). Management decisions may be 
derived for one specific purpose fsuch as site guality or 
wildlife habitat) or for many diverse considerations. 
2-2.1. ^he-Classification Procedure■ 
Xhe Glassification procedure attempts to formulate a 
model of the landscape. This model must be descriptive and 
predictive- The classification units must be recognisable 
in the field and the units must have characteristic 
responses which give them some utility other than as a 
curiosity- The proper application of ecosystem study to 
forestry reguires three steps. Many studies do not satisfy 
one or more of these steps. 
-11- 
t| Iiantifieation of Ofeiectjyes 
ft classification of any kind is snbtective and it is 
iffipccative tlat the investigator aesigns his study to 
satisfy Sfecific goals (love, 1971; 1980; Barnes, 1983). 
©ne sust not classify and then try to find soae use for the 
classification- fhe goals nast be incorporated into each 
subsegnent step- Classification aust be vieved as a aeans 
rather than an end point (Nelson, Harris and Haailton, 
1978)> One should not classify for the sake of 
classific ation- 
2) Beyelopaent of * a Scheme ^ Delineate Useful Onits- 
There are two general ways that a classification 
scheme can fee set up- One common method is the subjective 
delineation of community types (or associations, forest 
types, habitat types, ecosystem types, etc.> based on what 
the investigator thinks is important, field sampling and 
some subiective, largely non-guantitative data 
manipuiation, and previous studies of the area*s vegetation 
fCajander, 1926; Heimburger^ 1939; Spilsbury and Smith, 
1947; loucks, 1962; Mueller-Dombois, 1964; losee, 1965; 
Daufeennire and Daubenmire, 1968; Franklin and ©yrness, 
1973; Pfister, et al-, 1977; Coffman, Alynak and 
lesovsky, 1980; Klinka, et al*, 1980a; b; Klinka, Feller 
and love, 1981; Steele, et al., 1981; Barnes, et al*, 
1982; Corns, 1983; inter aiial * Although it is 
subjective, the classification scheme can work successfully 
if the objectives are considered when devising the 
-12- 
met:hodology» There is a large rish of feias if the 
set horology is sabJectiTe* If sanpling is only done in 
stands which the investigator feels are typical of a 
preconceived type, then the classification is based on 
circular reasoning, abrupt differences among habitat types 
will appear in the mind of the investigator, but not in the 
real world. Such a classification is largely esoteric. 
a ^cond method is to use multivariate technigues to 
obtain a classificatioa fJeglum, et al«, 1982; Jones, et 
al., 1983; Tarie, 1983). The study of plant communities 
is greatly facilitated through the use of guantitative 
phytosociological technigues (Whittaker, 1962; 1978a; 
Mueller—Dombois and Blleaberg, 1979; Havel, 1980a; Gauch, 
1982). However, they have not been used extensively for 
applied forest research In Worth america (Havel, 1980a; 
b). The inf ormation derived from these technigues may not 
be greatly different from that derived from more subjective 
methods, but it will be less dependent on the 
investigator*s knowledge and inherent biases- Multivariate 
methods simply speed the priKjess of analysis. They are not 
a panacea. Subjective decisions must still be made. 
Whittaker (1960) states, ’•Ouuntitative technigues can, when 
ineptly or mechanically used, obscure important ecological 
relations.^ The studies cited above, which used 
multivariate technigues, are strong evidence supporting 
Whittaker’s warning. These elegant technigues can seduce 
one to believe that a classification, by itself, is a 
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Sttitable obiectiv©. 
3) ValitetlQB of tiie Kodel 
Once a aethod is developed to delineate units it must 
he shown that the units have soae predictive value 
CDaubenaire, 1976; Frayer^ Davis and iisser# 1978; 
Selson, Harris amd Haailton, 1978). The aodel is valid if 
it satisfies the ohiectires of the study and is of use to 
forest fflanagetBent. There should he a predictable 
relationship of the vegetation types vith soil, topography 
or climate (Daubeiifflire, 1976) . Specific rates or patterns 
of tree growth should he related to the units. The units 
should have some unigue characteristics which determine the 
suitability for various silvicultural practices (Helson, 
Harris and Hamilton, 1978)• Ideally, the validation should 
be based on an independent data set* 
If the model does not prove valid, then a modification 
of the obiectives or methods is indicated. Perhaps the 
obiectives were unreasonable or the methods ill-suited to 
attain them. If vegetation types alone poorly predict 
responses to management alternatives, then soils, landform 
or climate should be incorporated. The process must be 
iterative. Hethods must be revised until objectives are 
attained or abandoned. It is important that the end 
product result from a test of different models rather than 
be an example of blind faith in some particular method. 
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ValidatioB is selioro ferforttci as an integral part of 
tfee classificatioii process, Hore often the classification 
is de^elopea, then validation degenerates into a search for 
some meaning or ase for the classification, The 
classification ma.y be aerely a botanical exercise rather 
than a useful laodel if it does not have a sound basis, 
Coffnan and his eoworhers fCoffaan and Hall, 197S; 
Coffaan and Willis, 1977; Coffman, Alfnak and Resovski, 
1980; Kotar and Coffsan, 1982; 1984) have tried to 
validate their habitat classification systeffl after it was 
constructed, They found their habitat types to be strongly 
related to yield, soils, and landforas^ This validates 
their classification. The classification has neaning- 
Whether or not the classification is a better predictor 
than Other aodels remains to be deterBined, 
An example of an invalid classifIcation is shovn in 
Figure 2,2.1,1,, froii deglua, et al,, f1982) . In this 
case, validity is based on whether a unit has a predictable 
relationship with appropriate sanagement. Each point 
represents a vegetation type uhich they Identified using 
the TfINSFAH computer program CHill, 1979b), The lines 
represent •operational groups* which were subjectively 
delineated on the basis of vegetation types and soil 
properties. The authors purport that the operational 
groups describe and delineate variability which is useful 
for forest manageffient purposes, lost vegetation types are 
on the border of an operational group; they appear in two 
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Figure 2.2.1.1. Ordination of vegetational types 
(VI, V2, V3, etc.) and outline of operational 
groups (OGl, 0G2, 0G3, etc.) of the Claybelt 
Forest Ecosystem Classification (from Jeglum, 
et al., 1982). Points indicate vegetational 
types and operational groups are delineated by 
the lines. 
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otr- more -oiieratioaalgroai^s.. If t%e operational groaps 
comprise units asefnl for deteriBining management practices, 
then the vegetational tfpes do not* Several vegetation 
types appear in two or three operational groups. This does 
not mean that two or three different aanagement regimes are 
snitahle for a given vegetation type. It means that the 
vegetation types alone cannot he osed to determine 
management. This is why the authors revised vegetation 
types into operational gronps. The vegetation types were 
not adegnate predictors of appropriate management; the 
vegetation types were invalid. The anthors nay have been 
wise to discard or revise the vegetation types before 
snhiectively determining operational gronps- As the 
classification stands, the original THIHSPtH vegetation 
classification is the prime determinant for allocating 
stands to operational gronps. 
2.2.3- Bhat Do yon Get and Is J[t Good Inoncrh? 
The resalt of a classification is the delineation of a 
nnmber of nnits. The anits may be named comannity types, 
habitat types, ecosystem types, operational gronps, et 
cetera. These nnits can be identified in the field or by 
remote sensing fWelson, Harris and Hamilton, 1978). The 
vegetation component of the unit may be ground flora 
(Cajander, 1926; Heimburger, 1934; lintean, 1953; 1955; 
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iest¥el3, 195%)^ present irecjetatioii fBarnes, et al^, 1982; 
Jegluffl, et al« , 1982; Corns, 198 3>, or Ibypotheticaldimax 
vegetation fBaabenfflire and Dawbeniaire, 1968; fraatlin and 
Dyrness, 1973; Pfister, et al-, 1977; CoffMan, ftlynak and 
Besovsky, 1980; Klinka, et al*, 1980a|• The concept of 
cliaax in the boreal forest has already been gaestioned. 
^he use of hjpothstical clinax vegetation is pointless 
since cliaax vegetation seldoa if ever occurs in the boreal 
forest* 
^hese units may be single or multi-purpose* Host 
investigators hope that their classification will find 
general application for several uses* Barnes (19831 lists 
the types of useable information that can be derived from 
ecosystem classification* If nothing else, a 
Glassification allows stratification of the landscape. It 
is hoped that these units have more utility than simply 
allowing impressive multi-color maps to be made (loon, 
1989)* lelson, Harris and Hamilton (1978) warn, ”»ith our 
attention focused on convenience and orderliness achieved 
through classification, we sometimes fail to check its 
validity in the application at hamd.^’ 
Franklin and Dyrness (1973) succeeded in dividing 
Oregon and Washington, a large, very heterogeneous area, 
into less than 350 habitat types- Ponderosa pine (Pinus 
ponderosa laws*) commonly occurred in about one-fifth of 
these habitat types- Tarie (1983) divided 365 forest 
inventory plots from a 36,000 sg- km area of Alaska into 
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S«» differemt forest cofflauiiities, Barnes, et al* {1982) 
divided a 6,950 lia experimeatal forest in Upper Hlcliigaii 
into 21 differeiit site units. Corns {1983) found 16 
comaunity types in a 17,500 sg. ka area in klberta whicli 
crossed four of B,oire*s (1972) forest regions. Some of 
Corns* community types aiffered only in age. Tlie forest 
ecosysteiB classification in the clay belt of Ontario 
fJeglum, et al., 1982; dones, et al., 1983) identified 14 
operational groups although the investigators have lamented 
that this went against their previous biases of *»splitting** 
rather than "luaping” (Jones, et al., 1983). 
How many classes must be delineated to adeguately 
represent the study area? apparently there are differences 
of opinion in addition to differences in heterogeneitf of 
study areas. 1?he problem arises from the classification 
process itself. Communities are not discrete entities. 
There is continuous variation across gradients of moisture, 
nutrient availability, topography, succession and natural 
or man-made disturbances (Curtis and Hclntosh, 1951; 
Whittaker, 1956; 1960; Bray and Curtis, 1957). 
Classification of communities is arbitrary and does not 
adeguately represent the variability of the real world 
IHelsoa, Harris and Hamilton, 1978)• Classification of 
plant communities is not an accurate model. A 
straight-line regression can be fit to the sigmoid growth 
pattern of a tree. It will give some general information 
concerning the growth of the tree, but the model will not 
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be precise eaouqh for aost uses* A plant coffiaunitY 
classification may likewise not be precise enoagli, 
A forest aaiiaqer needs soae tool to delineate nnits 
which re<|aire different treataent . C*J©lsdn, Harris and 
Haailton* 1978)• If communities, per se ^ should not be 
classified, then soaethin<| else must be used. landforas or 
soil, U3^d alone or in coabination with vegetation maj 
produce more discrete and aeaningful xmits* 
landforas are one basis for delineating units, 
landforms are stable and they obviouslf have 
characteristics important to forest aanageaent (Bowe, 
1971). Iandforas alone will not give enough inforaation 
for management purposes, but they are a good start (Bowe, 
1962; teak, 1978; 1980). In Section 4.4., I have used 
landforms as the priaarY criterion for delineating units. 
Formal soil surveys could also be used- Soil surveys tend 
to retrospeGtive; soils are mapped and then the mapping 
units are interpreted for specific purposes. Host soil 
surveys perform poorly for forestry applications (Srigal, 
1984>• Soil surveys do have potential; however, the 
interpretation portion of the survey must be based on 
considerable data. Ideally, the interpretation should be 
included into a feedback loop which refines the mapping 
process. FtaPS (Gehrels, 1982), the productivity based 
soil survey carried out in the Hortheastern legion of the 
Ontario Hinistry of Natural Besourees, shows potential to 
overcome most of the shortcomings of other soil surveys. 
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Historicaliy, FLaPS dxdn*t originate as a soil sur’rey i?er 
■ -se» 
Althoaqli plant coffiaunities should aot be classified, 
individual plant species are auch more discrete and maf be 
classified into, say, moisture preference classes or 
continuous moisture preference values. The presence and 
abundance of species can provide additional information* 
Mere species presence and abundance deteraines potential 
competitors. Fartherfflore, overstore? and understorey 
species respond to ejiviroaaental factors important to 
silviculture. These responses can foe detected and used to 
refine stand description and delineation. This use of 
individual species folloiis love 0956). Silvicultur al 
practices are determined by the silvics of the individual 
species, A knowledge of the species’ silvics and of the 
physical site largely deteraines appropriate silviculture. 
2.2.2. Comaunitv Classifications Sear Study Area. 
Maclean {1960) distinguished nine different mixed-wood 
communties in section B.9,^B.8 and B-9 of Howe f1972). 
They were based solely on dominant anderstorey vegetation. 
These Gommunity types were not related to forest 
management. 
Mueller-Borabois classified the forest habitat 
types in southeast Manitoba and derived applicatioiis for 
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^orest iRana^e^ent. flie 14 liaMtat types were baseS on 
laadforffl and vegetation* Jack pine coannunities were 
present on upland sands; ®ixedwood conaunities occurred on 
fresh to aolst till, alluviua or beach deposits and black 
spruce coomunities dominated the lowlands. flueller-Oombois 
atteapted to ensure that the habitat types were significant 
for management purposes. Although he used subjective 
methods to classifT his stands, he seems to have succeeded 
fairly well. He identified relative productivity, 
considered choice of species for regeneration and the 
difficulty of regeneration for the different habitat types. 
He also discussed improvement of habitats through 
silvicultural practices and mentioned engineering aspects 
of the habitat types. A field key and air-photo key were 
developed fMaeller-Bombois, 1965| for identifying the 
habitat types. The habitat types have been put to 
practical use, at least in research (Cayford, 1966). 
losee 11965) developed a preliminary classification of 
an experimental forest in the southeastern portion of my 
study area. Braun-Blamquet (1932) methodology was used to 
distinguish eight site types. Average site indices and 
common understorey species were listed. The modal 
descriptions probably do not represent the true variability 
of these site types. fhey have not b^n applied to 
management. 
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3. HAf 1HIAI,S AH© HBfHODS 
3.1 SWD5T ABBA 
^he locations of tke sixty sampled stands are given in 
Bignre 3.1.1., Host stands are in the Upper Bnglish liver 
section of low© f1972). A few stands are near the 
border of the B.tl and the adjacent Superior (1.9) section- 
3.1.1. Sarficial Seoloov 
*T!ie surficial geology is described by loltai (1965). 
IPhe area is doalnated by the Dog late, Hartnann and Lac 
Seal end moraines and the Kaiashk interlobate moraine and 
the oatvash plains associated with these ffioralnes. Inhere 
is a large area covered by loess which has no counterpart 
in the surveyed portions of northern Ontario. This loess 
is relatively shallow, generally 10 to 60 cm. It appears 
on top of moraines and outwash. Ground moraine dominates 
the northern portion of the study area and is also present 
in the south covered by varying thicknesses of loess. 
There are no extensive lacustrine deposits in the area- 
Glacial Lake Agassiz covered the northwestern portion of 
the study area, but its main effect was in washing the 
ground moraine. Only isolated deposits of lacustrine clay 
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Fiqure 3,1.1. Location of sampled stands. 
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or s4nd are present in the area. 
3,1 •2, €ij.nat€ 
^he study area lies within site region 3W of Hills 
f1960), Ihis is described as being driest of the huroid 
sections of Ontario. Chap&an and Thonas f1968) have naaed 
the area the ^Height of land Clifflatic Hegion". They state 
that the region has greater ranges in daily temperature and 
a shorter frost^free period than might be expected for its 
latitude. They also state that precipitation is higher 
than the sore western parts of northwest Ontario. Cliaatic 
data are given in Table 3.t.2.1. 
3.2. "SEllCTIOH OF STOBS 
Within the study area, stands were selected which 
satisfied the following reguireffients; 1i are upland 
stands; 2) consist of boreal tree species; 3) are closed 
crown forests; 4) were regenerated naturally; 5) are 
greater than 40 years old; 6) are relatively undisturbed; 
7) have homogenous tree strata and topography; 8) are 
greater than 2 ha. Opland stands are defined as occurring 
on aineral soils, being free of surface water, and 
excluding alluvial areas. Aspen, lack pine, paper birch. 
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Taiile 3«1.2*1« average weather data for Opsala (9yr) and 
ignace |10yi:)» Ontario. 
Station dan. Tean.- dnly Te«n. aan. Precip. 
Upsala -1T.9C 17.4C 754.6wffl 
Ignace -19.4C 18.5C 822.7ffiw 
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black wlite sprace, balsam fir, balsam poplar 
IPopolas balsaiBifera> ami tamarack flaris laricina ) are 
considered to be bbreal species. Balsam poplar and 
tamarack are both uncommon on nplands. Keither species 
were encountered in the tree stratam. Several of the 
sampled Jack piiie stands had previous surface fires, but 
this is typical of roach of the type (Cayford and McEae, 
1983; Carleton, 1982b) . Stands which were partially cut 
were excluded. 
Stands were chosen to represent as such of the 
variability of cororounities in the study area as possible. 
They were not chosen randomly. Bandoro sampling tends to be 
very wasteful because of oversampling common communities 
and undersampling rare ones (Gauch, 1977; 1982; 
Shittaker, 1978)^ Stands were not chosen on the basis of 
how well they represented some preconceived community type« 
Eat her, an effort was made to sample as aianf different 
comBunities as possible which satisfied the previous 
reguireroents. 
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3.B, . SaSPLIHG METHODS 
3. 3 .-1 • ?eaetatiom 
A 0-1 ha {20XS0m> plot was usoH to saaple a stand* 
Trees |>2-5ca d-h.h*) were tallied by 5c® diaaeter classes- 
Each tree was assifned a Kraft’s tree crown class (Daniel, 
Helas and Baker, 1979)-: Shrubs {>,5® tall, <2-5cm d-b-h.) 
were counted within a 4® wide transect down the center of 
the plot- Herb and seedliii<j percent cover was recorded in 
25 one sg- a plots laid out at one aeter intervals along 
the center- The number of tree seedlings in each sg-m plot 
was also determined- Non-^vascular species growing on woodf 
detritus or stone were not sampled- All species present in 
the 0-1 ha sample, but absent in the shrub or herb plots 
were recorded- This sampling routine is essentially the 
same as that developed by Hobert thittaker and used by him 
and his students IHhittaker, 1960; t978a; Whittaker and 
Biering, 1965; Feet and Christensen, 1980; Westman and 
Feet, 1982; and many others) • Staiidardit:ation of sampling 
methods allows comparisons to be made to work done in other 
areas flice and Westoby, 1983)* 
The objective of sampling the vegetation is to 
adeguately characterize a stand- A stand could be sampled 
by a number of plots or points or by one larger plot. 
Point sampling methods (Bitterlich, 1948; Cottam and 
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Cartis, 19^9; 1956; Grosenbaagli, 1952; Cotta ra, Curtis 
an4 Sale, 1953; Cottaa, 1955) fea^e inli«reiit assumptions 
about tlie distribution of troes. Since the characteristics 
of the tree diameter distribution is of interest in this 
study^ point sampling could not be used. Jk number of 
randomly distributed plots is the best way to characterize 
a stand fGrant Cottaa, personal coamunication). This could 
not be used. It would require; 1) identification of the 
stands on aerial photographs; 2) am initial survey to 
determine whether the stand was suitable for sampling; 3) 
random location of twenty or more plots in the field. It 
was not possible to sample enough stands in this manner 
during one field season- Therefore, 1 chose to sample a 
stand with one 0-1 ha plot. aueller-Boabois and Ellenberg 
f1914) give a recommended sample size of 0.02 to 0-95 ha 
for forest vegetation. This is based on obtaining adequate 
representation of sf^cies composition. 1 had to go one 
step further than species composition, 1 had to obtain an 
adeguate representation of stand structure. Therefore, I 
chose the standard 0,1 ha plot of Whittaker f1978b)., Since 
stand structiire is so important in determining appropriate 
silyiculture {©ay, 1972) it is important that any applied 
ecological study be based on suitable data, although some 
studies which purport to be applicable to forest management 
use plots as small as 0-01 ha {Jeglun, et al., 1982; 
dones, et al*, 1983)- 
Nomenclature follows Gleason and Cronguist Cl^^3) tor 
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lierfes and trees, Soper and Heiabnrger |t982> for sbrufes. 
Cram, Steere and anderson C1973) for Bosses and Hale and 
Cnlberson f1970) for licbens. Indi^idnals of Ictaea rnbra, 
Actaea alba and individuals whicb could not be definitelY 
identified as belonging to either taxa were found. They 
were all lusped into Actaea» spp. Salix > spp. includes 
one specimen of Salix pvrifolia and other unidentified 
salixes. Poaceae and several other specimens were 
identified by Claude Garton, curator of the Claude Garton 
Rerbariuia, lakehead Oniversity. 
3*1. 2 *.Site - Characteristics ■ 
A soil pit was dug in an undisturbed area near the 
center of each plot. The pit was dug to the C horizon or 
bedroct and the profile described fSoil Survey Staff, I960; 
1975). Slope percent, slope position, aspect, topography, 
geomorphology, drainage and the OflHS soil moisture regime 
fBelisle, 1980) were recorded. Soil samples were taken for 
later pB determination. pH was determined with a 1:2 
soil:water mixture and a glass electrode pH meter. 
Additional notes on the stand and site were made. 
One to four trees suitable for site index 
determination (Carmean, 1975), for each species were cored 
at d.bwh. to determine age. Height was measured for these 
trees and site index was determined using site index curves 
fCarmean and Hahn, 1981 for balsam fir and white spruce; 
Carmean, 1978 for paper birch and aspen; lenthall, Daniel, 
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Preiialiaarf polffflorphic site iaiex carves for jack pine in 
the thunder Bay area, unpublished; Grant, 1984 for black 
spruce)^ Intermediate and suppressed trees were also cored 
or sawn at 50 ca to gain insight into the age structure of 
the stand* 
3.4. aBaiTti€&i HBteoos 
the raw data were converted into relative dominance, 
relative densitf and relative freguency values, these 
values were coafeined into an importance value for each 
stratum; herb, shrub and tree, tree stratum imfortance 
value is the average of relative dominance and relative 
density. Shrub stratum importance value is the relative 
density- Herb stratum importance value is the average of 
relative dominance and relative freguency. the importance 
value data were subiected to several multivariate 
technlgues. 
Multivariate phytosociological techniques were used to 
interpret the effect of many factors fevery species is a 
variable) changing simultansously. Standard statistical 
analysis of variance cannot be used- Multivariate 
technigues compress the variability of many dimensions (too 
many to comprehend) into a few dimensions which express 
most of the variability and can be more easily interpreted. 
One cannot attribute a statistical significance to the 
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oiitcoae of the laultivariate technigaes 1 used. The 
scieatific method can be brokea into two stages^ 
hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing^ This stndf 
will generate plausible hypotheses based on the data set- 
Some of these hypotheses can be tested by other studies. 
Testing other hypotheses would reguire replicating the 
world. In either case the generation of objectiwe, 
plausible hypotheses obtains useful knowledge about the 
characteristics of the toreal forest. 
The use of several phytos<K;iological methods is better 
than restrictiiig analyses to one method {Gauch, 1977; 
1982; Whittaker and Gauch, 1978)• Different methods may 
reveal different information about the data set (Qtloci, 
1978a). Hevising the data set by eliminating species or 
stands or transforming the data can also reveal additional 
information {Peet, 1980). The analysis of 
phytosociological data reguires the development of a 
strategy to derive as much information from the data set as 
possible fGauch, 1982). 8any ordinations and 
classifications were performed. Few of them will be 
reported since the others show no new information, only 
recapitulate the information derived from previous 
atteapts. The strategy becomes iterative. One attempt may 
encourage some refinement of the data set or method. The 
data set or method can be varied in an almost Infinite 
number of ways- The investigator must try enough different 
ways until he is satisfied. Two general technigues were 
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ttsed, oxrdinatioe and classification. 
Ordinatioii 
Ordination is a procodare in wMch tte stands are 
placed in one or aore diaensions according to their 
slailaritf- Stands which are similar will he placed close 
together while stands which are dissimilar will be far 
apart, fhe resalt of an ordination is a one, two or three 
Cor theoreticalif many more) dimensional «»ap” which 
expresses the wariaMlity between stands. 
Ihis expression of the wariability is used to 
deteraine which factors are associated with differences 
between stands, *The method of interpreting these effects 
is called gradient analysis. In indirect gradient analysis 
the ordination <*map»* is formed by nsing characteristics of 
the vegetation. Stand characteristics (environmental 
factors, age, site index, importance values of individual 
species, etc,) are then superimposed on the ordination. 
Three fflaltivariate methods were used to ordinate the 
stands for indirect gradient analysis; 
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Wiscomsln golai: OrMnatioa fBraj aii4 Ctirtis, 
1957^ as raodifietl by Beals ^ 1960; 1965; 1973; an€ 
Cottafflr Goff and Whittaker, 1978; with suggestions bf 
Beals, personal coffisnnication)- 
Polar ordinatioii is coaparatiwe. Percent similarity 
fSorensen, 1948) is used to compare all stands to two 
endpoint stands. The placement of a stand along an axis is 
doe to its relative similarity to the endpoint stands, 
Wisconsin Polar Ordination is not affected by 
non-normal distribution, outliers, or discontinuities which 
are freguent in ecological data fBeals, 1973; Whittaker 
and Gauch, 1978; Cottam, Goff and Whittaker, 1978). 
3,4-1.2. Detrended Correspondence analysis (Hill, 
1973; 1974; 1979a; Hill and Gauch, 1980). 
Detrended Correspondence Analysis (DECOSANA) can 
handle large data sets, but is affected by outliers and 
discontinuities in the data set CHill and Gauch, 1980; 
Hill 1979a; Gauch, 1982). 
Detrended Correspondence Analysis (DICOBANA) is an 
eigenvector technigue which is conceptually related to 
weighted averages (Gauch, 1982). landom scores are 
assigned to species- Sample scores are the weighted 
average (by importance value) of species scores. New 
species scores are derived from weighted averages of sample 
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scoires* Iterations continue until tte scores st^abilize, 
fte final scores are inaepemdent of the initially assigned 
species scores 1979a>. DEC€B1NA ordinates species 
and samples simultaBeonslj, 
3*9.1*3. Principal Coffipoaents Analysis fGoodall, 
1954; Sauct, 1977; Orloci, 1978a; b). 
Giyen an n-diaensional space where stands are 
positioned in each dimension by the importance yalue for an 
indiyidnal species, Friacipal Components Analysis derives 
an axis which expresses as much variation as possible while 
passing through the centroid. 1?his eigenvector technique 
is somewhat analogous to linear regression. A second axis 
is constrained to be orthogonal to the first and to account 
for the maximuffl remaining variance. Onfortonately, the 
variability in ecological data is neither linear nor 
orthogonal* 
Principal Components Analysis fP^A) is about the worst 
method commonly used with vegetation data because of its 
linear assumption# inability to handle data sets with large 
beta-diversity or many xero values, and its distortion of 
coenoclines and coenoplanes CSauch and Whittaker, 1972; 
Beals, 1973; Gauch, et al., 1977; Orloci, t978b>* It was 
used only to compare methods. 
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Classificatiom techiiigaes can only show ferences 
aaonci stands. It is each aor© difficult to explain tie 
reasons for these dlfferenees fey aerely using a 
classification tecfenigue. Gradient analysis is used for 
that purpose. Classification tecfemigues are only used when 
one wants to feawe a purely ofejective aetlod of classifying 
stands. However, subiectivity must fee used to determine 
whether the classification means anything in an ecological 
sense, or whether the classification is aerely an artifact 
of some fluke of the data set* fwo classification 
technigues were used- 
3.4.2.1. Cluster Analysis {Hueller-Bombois and 
Ellenfeerg, 1974; Spat2 and Siegmund, 1973) 
Cluster Analysis is a polythetic, aggloraeratiye, 
hierarchical classification technigne. Sorensen’s f1948> 
similarity index was used as a basis for the cluster 
analysis. Stands pairs of maximum similarity are combined. 
I^hese stands are averaged to create a new, synthetic stand, 
^his synthetic stand is replaced into the similarity matrix 
and the two previous stands are deleted. The new 
similarity index matrix is scanned for the two stands which 
have the next highest similarity index.. These stands are 
likewise combined. When a synthetic stand is combined with 
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arnotli©!: stands a weighted average is «sed to derive a new 
synthetic stand. For eramfle, if a synthetic stand 
CO®posed of three individual stands was combined with 
another individual stand, the synthetic stand would have a 
weight of three and the individual stand would have a 
weight of one. The algorithm re|)eats itself until all 
stands have been combined.. I wrote a FOITIAH program which 
performs cluster analysis and allows data transformations. 
3.4.2.2. Indicator Species Analysis (Hill, Bunce and 
Shaw, 1975; Hill, 1979b). 
Indicator Species hnalysis {fWIHSFlH) classifies 
stands and identifies ^indicator species”. In this 
context, ^indicator species” are species which 
differentiate stand groups without necessarily indicating 
anything about the productivity, nutrient or moisture 
regimes of the stand. The product of this classification 
is a usable, dichotomous hey to communities using indicator 
species* 
TlIHSPhNs 1) ordinates the stands by reciprocal 
averagiiig; 2) identifies species associated with both ends 
of the axis; 3) refines the ordination by using 
differential species; 4) makes a dichotomy; 5I identifies 
indicator species and 6) determines whether the indicator 
species give the same dichotomy as the differential species 
-37- 
CHill, 19791))* Tills aulti^ariate tschiiifoe 
Brami-Blangoet C1932) liaad arraaged aal^rix. 
reseables a 
-38- 
4. IISOXTS OB BlSCflSSIOH 
General smanary iiiforiiation aboet each of the sixty 
safflpled stands is shown in l^ables 4-1, 4-2, 4.3 and 4-4- 
5he two most iaportant species in each stratao, and their 
ifflportance walne, are listed* Site index of the tree 
species is shown when site index could be determined. 
Stand aqe |d. b.h* age of dominant species), landfora ty pe 
and OMHl moistare regime valne is giwen. 
4.1. CGflWOKITY COHPOSITIOS 
4- 1•t• CommanitY-Classification 
4- 1. t. 1. *Pree Strata a 
A claster analysis asing only tree strataa data Is 
shown in Figare 4-1.1.1.1. Several more or less distinct 
clasters can be seen, fhere is a large groap dominated fey 
lack pine, another large groap dominated by mixedwood 
Table 4.1. The importance value and, where applicable, 
the site index (in brackets) for the two most 
important species in the tree stratum of each 
Stand. Site index equals meters in height at a 
base age of fifty. Species are indicated by the 
following code: po= Populus tremuloides ; Pj= 
Pinus banksiana ; Sb= Picea mariana ; Sw= Picea 
glauca ; Bw= Betula papyrifera ; B= Abies 
balsamea ; As = Acer spicatum ; Ac= Alnus viridis 
ssp. crispa ; Pp- prunus pennsylvanica. 
Stand No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
Species 
Po 62.9( 
Pj 75.5( 
B 36.2; 
PO 87.9( 
Sb 49.1; 
Pj 31.3{ 
B 78.6; 
Pj 70.8( 
69.2 ( 
79.3( 
71.3( 
5 2.3 ( 
98.2( 
93.8 ( 
46.4{ 
B 50.0(1 
Bw 24.8( 
48.6( 
83.2( 
61.9( 
58.3( 
92.1( 
31.0( 
38.1( 
88.8 ( 
38.7( 
63.1 { 
B 41.0; 
Pj 99.4( 
96.1( 
8 6.4 ( 
39.7(1 
58.3( 
96.2 ( 
61.0 ( 
74.5( 
5 3.7 ( 
81.1( 
Pj 
Pj 
Pj 
Pj 
Pj 
Pj 
Po 
Po 
pj 
pj 
Bw 
Sb 
PO 
Pj 
Pj 
PO 
Bw 
Pj 
Pj 
B 
Pj 
Pj 
Pj 
Pj 
PO 
Bw 
and Importance Values 
23.5) ; AS 30.2 
19.0)  Sb 19.0(17.5) 
Po 34.2(23.8) 
19.2)  AS 6.3 
PO 26.3(16.2) 
20.2)  AS 30.3 
Sw 7.4 
19.7)  AC 14.7 
20.1)  B 11.1 
18.6)  Sb 16.6(16.5) 
19.0); B 12.0 
19.0) ; Sb 40.8 
18.8) ; Sb 1.8 
18.5); Sb 5.5 
19.8) B 34.8 
6.8)  PO 25.0(19.2) 
20.4)  AS 24.5 
20.4) ; Sb 42.7 
18.1)  PO 8.2(18.6) 
18.5)  Sb 38.1(16.6) 
16.8) ; B 36.1 
12.5) ; PO 7.2(10.7) 
19.8)  SW 24.7(15.3) 
20.8) ; B 23.2 
19.0) ; PO 4.3(15.6) 
17.7)  B 36.0 
13.4); PO 11.2(16.8) 
Sb 25.3(12.5) 
17.6)  
13.9)  
17.0)  
4.6) ; 
17.7); 
18.4)  
19.4)  
21.0) ; 
18.9) ; 
16.2); 
Pp 0.6 
Sb 2.9 
B 5.4 
Sb 26.2( 
Sb 30.1 
Sb 
PO 
Bw 
Pj 
As 
3.9 
20.9 
20.7 
30.7 
11.1 
17.4) 
(15.8) 
(13.7) 
(19.6) 
-i+0- 
Table 4.1 
Stand 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
, (continued) 
No. Species and importance Values 
Pj 66.5(19.8); B 24.6 
Pj 93.3(15.3); Sb 6.4 
Pj 89.1(16.7); Bw 6.4(16.2) 
B 54.7; PO 26.1(22.9) 
Pj 55.3(18.3); Sb 35.4(14.0) 
Sb 52.1(14.0); Pj 33.3(15.5) 
B 68.8(13.1); Sb 21.6(16.2) 
Pj 86.8(17.3); Po 5.2(15.9) 
B 52.0(14.9); Bw 27.1(13.7) 
Pj 88.7(17.7); Sb 5.8 
Sb 66.2(13.8) 
Pj 90.8(17.9) 
Pj 33.9(15.3) 
Sb 9.2 
B 41.8(14.3); Po 38.5(18.0) 
Pj 95.0(16.4); Sb 4.1 
Sb 53.5(13.7) 
Pj 98.3(14.6) 
PO 53.9(14.9) 
Sb 98.3(10.5); Bw 1.3 
PO 56.2(18.3); B 26.5 
Pj 88.4(13.0) 
Sb 73.1(16.0) 
Pj 46.3(13.3) 
Sb 1 i7 
Sb 15.6 
Sb 11.6 
Pj 16.5(17.0) 
Sb 46.3(16.0); Pj 23.2(17.0) 
-41- 
Table 4,2. The importance values for the two most 
important species in the shrub stratum of each 
sampled stand. Abbreviations were formed with 
the first four letters of the genus and the 
first four letters of the specific epithet. 
Abbreviations and full names are listed in the 
appendix. 
Stand No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
3 2 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
Species 
ACERSPIC 
LEDUGROE 
ACERSPIC 
CORYCORN 
DIERLONI 
ACERSPIC 
ACERSPIC 
LEDUGROE 
DIERLONI 
ALNUVIRI 
RUBUSTRI 
LEDUGROE 
VACCMYRT 
LEDUGROE 
DIERLONI 
ACERSPIC 
ACERSPIC 
LEDUGROE 
SALIBEBB 
ALNUVIRI 
ACERSPIC 
LEDUGROE 
ACERSPIC 
CORYCORN 
DIERLONI 
ACERSPIC 
ACERSPIC 
ABIEBALS 
ALNUVIRI 
SALIBEBB 
ALNUVIRI 
ACERSPIC 
SORBDECO 
LEDUGROE 
ALNUVIRI 
LEDUGROE 
CORYCORN 
ACERSPIC 
DIERLONI 
LEDUGROE 
VACCMYRT 
and Importance Values 
88.2 
56.8 
87.2 
83 
56 
97 
89 
50.0 
31.8 
59.1 
53.5 
71.3 
47.0 
59.6 
39.6 
88.0 
6 6.5 
77.9 
7 5.1 
62 
90 
52 
74 
39 
73.8 
83.7 
69.7 
50.0 
77,5 
43 
37 
62 
25 
37 
42.8 
59.2 
59.6 
74.7 
50.0 
46.3 
60.0 
CORYCORN 10.8 
SALIBEBB 17.4 
POPUTREM 12.8 
ACERSPIC 6.0 
CORNSTOL 13 
ABIEBALS 0 
ABIEBALS 6 
ALNUVIRI 15 
LEDUGROE 28 
AMELHUMI 13.8 
AMELHUMI 13.7 
ABIEBALS 8.8 
LEDUGROE 34.9 
ROSAACIC 22.8 
CORYCORN 38.5 
POPUTREM 6.8 
CORYCORN 22.6 
SALIBEBB 5.2 
ALNUVIRI 11 
LEDUGROE 27 
ABIEBALS 9 
VACCMYRT 25 
CORYCORN 17 
ALNUVIRI 27 
PRUNPENN 4 
DIERLONI 8 
CORYCORN 28 
ACERSPIC 31 
VACCMYRT 8 
LEDUGROE 26 
VACCMYRT 26 
BETUPAPY 22 
DIERLONI 22 
SALIBEBB 23 
CORYCORN 31 
ALNUVIRI 17.0 
POPUTREM 16.4 
DIERLONI 12 
ALNUVIRI 36 
ALNUVIRI 20 
.6 
.1 
,8 
.7 
>7 
.4 
8 
,9 
,1 
6 
4 
5 
1 
6 
9 
3 
5 
5 
4 
9 
BETUPAPY 21.8 
-42- 
Table 4 .2. (continued) 
Stand No. Species and 
42 ALNUVIRI 63. 
43 PICEMARI 35. 
44 ALNUVIRI 38. 
45 ALNUVIRI 63. 
46 PICEMARI 41. 
47 ACERSPIC 76. 
48 ALNUVIRI 52. 
49 LEDUGROE 67. 
50 LEDUGROE 97. 
51 ACERSPIC 96. 
52 VACCMYRT 52. 
53 PICEMARI 100 
54 VACCMYRT 80. 
55 ALNUVIRI 49. 
56 LEDUGROE 98. 
57 ACERSPIC 84. 
58 VACCMYRT 42. 
59 BETUPAPY 66. 
60 LEDUGROE 53. 
Importance Values 
9; TAXUCANA 15.3 
7; DIERLONI 14.3 
5; PICEMARI 23.1 
6; ACERSPIC 9.1 
0; VACCMYRT 17.9 
8; BETUPAPY 12.6 
1; VACCMYRT 36.3 
2; PICEMARI 27.6 
3; SORBDECO 0.5 
3; ABIEBALS 3.1 
2; ALNUVIRI 21.7 
.0 
0; PICEMARI 20.0 
5; DIERLONI 19.5 
0; BETUPAPY 2.0 
1; CORYCORN 11.2 
9; SALIBEBB 3,3.3 
7; POPUTREM 33.3 
3; BETUPAPY 26.7 
-US- 
Table 4.3. The importance values for the two most 
important species in the herb stratum of each 
sampled stand. Species names have been 
abbreviated with the first four letters of the 
genus and the first four letters of the specific 
epithet. Abbreviations and full names are given 
in the appendix. 
Stand No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3 0 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
and Importance Values Species 
ASTEMACR 12.8 
PLEUSCHR 31.2 
MITENUDA 13.5 
CLINBORE 13.6 
PLEUSCHR 18.4 
ASTEMACR 11.1 
RHYTSPP. 27.8 
PLEUSCHR 25.6 
PLEUSCHR 32.9 
PLEUSCHR 25.1 
CORNCANA 17.4 
PLEUSCHR 45.7 
PLEUSCHR 38.4 
PLEUSCHR 42.5 
CLINBORE 10.1 
LYCOOBSC 11.9 
CLINBORE 11.2 
CORNCANA 16.2 
PLEUSCHR 28.8 
PLEUSCHR 30.8 
ARALNUDI 22.0 
PLEUSCHR 39.3 
ASTEMACR 10.5 
ARALNUDI 11.3 
PLEUSCHR 32.8 
ARALNUDI 10.2 
ARALNUDI 11.4 
PLEUSCHR 38.0 
PLEUSCHR 40.2 
PLEUSCHR 43.4 
PLEUSCHR 35.0 
PLEUSCHR 22.6 
SPHASPP. 22.6 
PLEUSCHR 32.8 
PLEUSCHR 25.6 
PLEUSCHR 30.3 
PTERAQUI 15.9 
CLINBORE 15.3 
PLEUSCHR 28.0 
PLEUSCHR 38.4 
PLEUSCHR 35.8 
MITENUDA 11.6 
CORNCANA 6.7 
MAIACANA 12.5 
LYCOOBSC 12.3 
ARALNUDI 9.1 
MAIACANA 9.9 
MNIUSPP. 11.4 
ARALNUDI 6.6 
MAIACANA 8.4 
MAIACANA 9.8 
PLEUSCHR 15.4 
MAIACANA 8.2 
VACCMYRT 8.9 
MAIACANA 8.7 
DIERLONI 10.0 
ARALNUDI 9.6 
STREROSE 9.2 
MAIACANA 7.8 
CORNCANA 9.2 
POLYSPP. 10.4 
ASTEMACR 20.9 
PTILCRIS 12.4 
CORNCANA 10.3 
PLEUSCHR 11.2 
CORNCANA 14.7 
ASTEMACR 9.7 
LYCOOBSC 10.2 
LYCOOBSC 16.0 
MAIACANA 10.6 
VACCMYRT 11.8 
CORNCANA 10.4 
CLINBORE 10.3 
PLEUSCHR 22.6 
LYCOCOMP 12.4 
DICRSPP. 10.1 
CORNCANA 10.0 
CLINBORE 13.2 
LYCOOBSC 14.3 
DICRSPP. 9.1 
CORNCANA 10.1 
CORNCANA 7.4 
Table 4 
-UU- 
,3. (continued) 
Stand No Species and Importance Values 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
ASTEMACR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
ACERSPIC 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
DIERLONI 
PLEUSCHR 
ASTEMACR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
PLEUSCHR 
10 
35 
40 
38 
32 
19 
30 
41 
25 
22 
26 
52 
37 
11 
41 
11 
3 5 
36 
41 
PLEUSCHR 
MAIACANA 
DICRSPP. 
DICRSPP. 
DICRSPP. 
CORNCANA 
VACCMYRT 
PTILCRIS 
LEDUGROE 
LYCOOBSC 
CLADRANG 
DICRSPP. 
CLADRANG 
CORNCANA 
CHIOHISP 
ACERSPIC 
VACCMYRT 
PTILCRIS 
PTILCRIS 
10 
7 
13 
9 
10 
11 
13 
10 
14 
18 
14 
18 
16 
9 
14 
8 
17 
24 
9 
.4 
.7 
.4 
.2 
.5 
.2 
.1 
.8 
.7 
.4 
.0 
.1 
.9 
.4 
.5 
.6 
.9 
.4 
.4 
-1+5- 
Table 4,4. Summary of site conditions for each sampled stand. Aqe 
was determined at breast heiqht. A code for the OMNR 
moisture regime (Belisle, 1980) follows: O=moderately dry 
l=moderately fresh; 2= fresh; 3=very fresh; 4= moderately 
moist; 5=moist; 6=very moist. 
Stand 1^. Aqe OMNR Moisture Regime Geomorphology 
1 74 ■ 5 
2 58 3 
3 58 6 
4 65 2 
5 71 5 
6 79 6 
7 105 6 
8 60 1 
9 60 0 
10 63 1 
11 69 0 
12 76 5 
13 67 1 
14 66 1 
15 69 2 
16 59 2 
17 130 2 
18 72 6 
19 54 1 
20 52 3 
21 73 6 
22 77 2 
23 84 3 
24 62 3 
25 65 3 
26 85 2 
27 43 1 
28 92 2 
29 67 1 
30 67 0 
31 64 0 
32 63 4 
33 55 5 
34 62 2 
35 99 1 
36 66 1 
37 65 1 
38 57 1 
39 92 2 
40 59 0 
41 67 0 
42 93 5 
43 93 1 
44 102 0 
45 56 1 
46 66 1 
47 74 2 
end moraine + loess 
outwash 
end moraine + loess 
end moraine + loess 
end moraine 
loess 
loess 
outwash 
kame 
outwash 
dunes 
ground moraine + loess 
outwash 
outwash 
end moraine + loess 
ground moraine + loess 
end moraine 
outwash + loess 
outwash 
outwash 
ground moraine + loess 
ground moraine 
ground moraine + loess 
end moraine + loess 
ground moraine 
end moraine 
end moraine 
ground moraine 
outwash 
end moraine 
outwash 
end moraine 
ground moraine 
outwash 
end moraine 
ground moraine 
end moraine 
end moraine 
outwash 
outwash 
outwash 
lacustrine clay 
outwash 
ground moraine 
ground moraine 
outwash 
end moraine 
-46- 
Table 4.4. (Continued) 
Stand No. 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
Age 
61 
58 
60 
75 
64 
60 
57 
70 
119 
69 
64 
64 
59 
OMNR Moisture Regi me Geomorpholoqy 
ground moraine 
outwash of esker 
esker delta 
ground moraine 
esker delta 
esker delta 
esker delta 
ground moraine 
ground moraine 
ground moraine 
valley train 
ground moraine 
ground moraine 
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stanfls and a small, distinct group of black sprnce 
dominated stands. *Tlie gack pine gronp was divided into 
four, laore specific, groups. table n. 1.1. 1.1. shows 
average importance values for these groups. Stands in 
group 1ft are almost pure iack pine. ftll group IB stands 
have greater than ten percent black spruce. Group 1C 
stands are dominated by jnck pine and have a bardwood or 
balsa® fir coaponent. Group ID stands are evenly mixed 
Jack pine-black spruce stands. 
tlie fflixedwood group didn»t have very distinct 
subgroupings- Table 4.1.% 1.2 shows average importance 
values for the four subgroups and for the mixedwood stands 
which don*t fit into any group. All group IE stands have a 
balsam fir importance value of greater than twenty-five 
percent and less than fifty-five percent. Both group IF 
stands have balsam fir importance values of greater than 
sixty-five percent. Both group 1G stands have importance 
values for white spruce of greater than nineteen percent 
and importance values for balsam fir of less than 7.5 
percent. Group 1H stands all have importance values for 
paper birch exceeding fifty-five percent. Other mixedwood 
stands are random assemblages of all species. There were 
no pure stands. Two stands which superficially appeared to 
be pure aspen had tall shrubs which exceeded 2.5 cm d.b.h. 
and had scattered paper birch. In this thesis, mixedwood 
stands are considered to include all stands with a large 
component of hardwoods, balsam fir or white spruce- Black 
-49- 
Table 4.1.1.1.1. Average importance values for the conifer croups 
derived from the tree stratum cluster analysis. 
Group 
^Specfes lA IB 1C ID Sb 
Ah'ies halsamea .51 5.00 6.32 3.18 
Betula papyv'ifera .20 .23 7.62 3.81 2.58 
F'ioea gZauca .20 1.77 .36 .38 
Pircea moT'iana 4.77 15.43 2.88 45.29 87.78 
P'inus banks'Cana 92.92 74.65 76.01 45.53 5.92 
Poputus tremulo'ides 1.36 2.78 3.27 1.73 3.60 
Acer spioatian - - .04 - 
Table 4.1.1.1.2. Average importance values for mixedwood groups 
derived from the tree stratum cluster analysis. 
"Group 
IB 
73.70 
7.58 
4.48 
10.80 
Species 
Ah'ies halscanea 
Betula papyvifeva 
Picea glauoa 
Picea moociona 
Pinus hanksiana 
Poputus tremutoides 
Acer spicatum 
lA 
39.95 
12.45 
2.30 
7.62 
1.11 
34.96 
1.04 3.30 
1C 
6.15 
17.65 
21.98 
.23 
8.56 
19.58 
25.53 
ID 
14.23 
67.45 
4.90 
.11 
1.40 
3.72 
7.05 
Other 
13.19 
7.46 
3.98 
14.99 
12.62 
39.98 
6.69 
-50- 
spruce and jack pine may be present^ but they do not 
dominate tbe stand. *Jbere are no real discrete ecological 
differences among the mixedwood stands. 
Ihe tree strata classification does show several 
distinct clusters. There is a distinct separation of iack 
pine from mixedwood stands- There are several distinct 
sufofroupings within the iack pine group. The subgroupings 
of the mixedwood stands are more arbitrary and indistinct. 
These results are explained by the dominance of jack pine. 
Distinct clusters are expected when stands are dominated by 
one or two species and when there are few species in the 
data set. although all species were present in almost all 
of the groups, the most distinct groups were dominated by 
one or two species. 
4.1.1.2- Shrub Stratum 
a cluster analysis of shrub stratum data is shown in 
Figure 4-1.1.2.1.. Several distinct groupings can be seen. 
Table 4-1.1.2.1. gives average importance values for all 
shrub stratum species present in 10 or more of the sampled 
stands. These averages over-exemplify the differences 
among groups; there is considerable variability within 
each group for all but the most abundant species. Fairly 
distinct groups are evident since most stands are dominated 
by a single species- Group 2A is dominated by Acer 
-51- 
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Table 4.1.1.2.1. Average importance values for groups derived from 
the shrub stratum cluster analysis. 
Species , 2A 
Aeev spicatum 81.97 
Corytus comuta 6.68 
Ah'ies hatsamea 3.56 
Ledum gvoenlandiQum 
Saldx BehlDiana 
AmeLanckiev hurn'tXts . 03 
Alnus V'hT'td'ts ssp. ori-spa .02 
FLoea mar'tana .09 
Vaeoin-ivim myvt-illo'ides 
Rosa aQ'icutaT'ts .03 
Fopulus tvemulo'tdes 1.56 
VLewitta Lon-ioeva 2.29 
Prunus pennsyZvan'Loa .02 
Sorbus decora .19 
Betuta pccpyrdfera 2.52 
2B 2C 
.22 .20 
.08 
4.55 .29 
77.50 47.06 
1.18 11.42 
.06 2.29 
- 10.17 
7.03 1.69 
1.03 15.27 
.42 4.00 
.58 
1.31 
.09 
5.23 
.07 
5.84 
.11 
.29 
2D 
1.58 
5.86 
1.32 
4.37 
3.91 
3.63 
56.41 
.38 
9.16 
.42 
.39 
6.95 
1.66 
.34 
.21 
2E 
11.53 
7.28 
7.03 
.40 
1.73 
1.78 
.13 
4.40 
2.68 
50.45 
1.98 
.60 
1.20 
2F 2G 2H 
3.13 
- - 71.65 
1.38 8.87 - 
8.33 1.27 .48 
3.35 
5.43 12.83 6*40 
11.25 33.27 
58.78 9.13 1.60 
1.38 6.00 8.28 
9.03 2.10 
.08 
1.08 2.73 - 
10.88 8.90 .65 
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spjcafcattz <|roiip 2B is dominated bf bedam aroeiilandicam* 
Led am is a lso tbe most afeundant species in ^roap 2C, bat 
Salix Bebbiana , Haas ^iridis ssf. crispa and Yacclniaii 
m vr t HI oide s a re also commoa. Alans yiridis ssp. crispa 
doaiaates groap 2B; Pieryi11a Loalcera domimates groap 2B| 
Yacciaian myrtilloides doaiaates group 2F^ Picea mariaaa 
is most abnadaat ia group 2Q% CorTlus cornuta domiaates 
group 2H. Group 2C is obviouslf intermediate between 2B 
a n d 2 J)m 
Herb Stratum 
Figure 4,1*1«3«1 is a cluster aaalYsis of the herb 
strata, Ihe groupings are rather obscure. There is a 
large, general, group doaiaated by feather moss. Species 
with high importaace and fidelity are; the mosses 
Pleuroriua sc hreberi^ Ftiliua crista^castrensis , and 
Dicranum^ spp, and the wascular plants. Ledum 
groemla ndic ua, yacciniun myrtllloides, yacciBinm 
angustifolium, and Chiogenes hispid uXa, Withiii this 
.!»!■■ »i».iiu«iiw 11 |i| M— .llllll^l■l I <iiini . I III iiifc iiii»     
general group is a more specific group, 3A. Bufous 
pubescens- and Rosa acicularis , in addition to the other 
species in the feather moss group, are coaiiion in group 3 ft. 
The surface soils of group 3ft are slightly moister than 
typical of other stands in the feather moss type. 
There is also a large mixedwood herb group. 
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Characteristic species include Streptepns roseas, Hitella 
nada# Acer s pleat Hertensia paniciBlata, lycopodiaia 
obscaraa# Aster - macrophyllas,^ Viola renifolla^ Galluit 
trifloram# Babas pgfcescens# Abies balsaaea, and Osaunda 
cinnaaoaea^ Ho meaningfal sab-groaps coald be 
distingaisbed iritbin this broad gronp. 
Both stands in groap 3B are fairly moist stands with a 
large balsam fir component in the overstorey. 
Characteristic species Inclnde^ the ferns, Athyriam 
Filir-*€emina - and Gyroaocarpiam Dryopteris ; the mosses 
aniaa> spp. and Bhytidiadelplias , spp. ; Abies balsamea 
seedlings and Carex , spp. 
Group 3C is the most distinct group derived from the 
herb cluster analysis. *Phe most characteristic species are 
the reindeer mosses Cladina ranoiferlna and cladina 
alpestis. Other common species include Pleuroyium 
sc^ceber:^. Dicranuffi. spp,, Vacciaiurn myrtllioides and 
Vaccicium angastifolium. While Cladina rangiferina and 
Cladina alpestris are commonly present in stands with a 
feather moss ground cover, this group was unigue in the 
high importance values of these reindeer lichens. Cladina- 
aIpestris had an importance value of greater than 5.0 for 
all three stands while not exceeding 0.5 in any other. 
Cladina rangiferina had importance values of 14.0 or higher 
in the three stands but was less than 2.2 in all others. 
Black and Bliss fl978) found these two species to be 
characteristic of later succession after fire in the 
-56- 
Hortliwest l^erritories* foiiaa Claaiaa aitis to foe tfoe 
reindeer aoss wfoicfo appeared first, fire scars were oBlf 
BPted in one of tlie three stands, All three stands had 
basal areas in excess of 25 sg. a/ha. The reindeer aoss 
seeas to foe a characteristic of the site rather than a 
response to a fire-cansed opening of the stand. These 
stands occurred on lake-washed sands from a valley train 
and from a large delta complex, 
The cluster analysis of herb data failed to show 
distinct groupings, 106 species were used in the analysis, 
Hany of these species have wide environmental tolerances 
and appear almost everywhere. Cornus canadensis, 
Haianthemnfl canadense* Aralia nudicaulis, Linnaea borealis, 
Coptis trifolia^ Trientalis borealis# Piervi1la Lonicer a * 
Clint on la borealis and lycopodium clavatuiii are most 
notorious for this behavior. Discrete groups were not 
found in the cluster analysis because they do not exist in 
the field. 
4. t, 1,d, All Strata Coaliiaed 
Figure 1.1.4,t. is the result of a cluster analysis 
performed on all strata comfoined. Bare species (present in 
three or fewer stands) were deleted. There are two main 
groups, a conifer dominated group and a mixedwood group, 
Within the general conifer group there are two 
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subgroaps, iSroup 41 is ckaracterized by a large coapopeiit 
of felaclc spruce ia the canopy, leania doainatino the shrub 
layer, and a feather BOSS doainated herb layer. Group 4B 
consists of a jaclc pine doainated oirerstorey, a yaceiniua 
IByrtilloides dominated shrub layer and a characteristic 
Cladina -■ dominated herb layer. Group 4E contains two 
conifer doainated stands which were separated from the main 
body of coniferous stands, These two stands had dense 
shade from black spruce in the owerstorey which eliminated 
many of the common understorey species, This made the 
stands distinct enough to separate them from the other 
coniferous stands, Ho other meaningful distinct group 
could be found within the conifer group. Three stands f24, 
45, 55) classified as mixedirood by the tree strata cluster 
analysis were included in the conifer group in the total 
data cluster analysis, 45 and 55 had a feather moss 
doainated herb layer and an llnus viridis ssp. crispa 
dominated shrub layer. These herb and shrub strata tend to 
be associated with conifer stands. llthough decidedly 
fflixedwood, stand 24 had a higher importance value for lack 
pine than any other tree species. Feather mosses were 
present in the herb layer and alder was present in the 
shrub layer. 
There were two, only slightly more specific, subgroups 
within the mixedwood group, 4C consisted of mixedwood 
stands with few balsam fir, while 4B consisted of mixedwood 
stands which had balsa® fir tree strata importance values 
-59- 
in excess of tuenty-five percent. Altlionqh the cluster 
analYsis may show these groaps as discrete, the regaining 
laixedwood stands wo aid fit within or feetween these two 
groups. 
4.1.1.5. Oyer store Onderst orey Coabinations 
^lie co~occnrance of herb, shrnb and tree strata gronps 
deriwed fro® the cluster analyses is shown in Table 
4.1.1.5.1. Tree K shrub, tree X herb, and shriife X herb 
coffibinations are giyen. Several different shrub gronps 
appear beneath stands belonging to the saae tree gronp- 
There is high specificity of sone shrnb groaps to certain 
general overstorey types. The acer spicatna gronp f2a) and 
CoryIns cornnta group (2H> are confined to aixedwood 
oyerstories. The ledam aroenlandicnn dominated groups C2B, 
2C) are associated with coniferous oyerstories. The alffiost 
pure leiua-oroup f2B) is associated with an overstorey with 
a high blach spruce component. The Vaccinium myrtilloides 
grotip C2F) is associated with a jack pine overstorey. The 
black spruce group i2G) is associated with coniferous 
stands with some black spruce in the overstorey. The aInns 
viridis ssp. crisna croup f2D) shows some specificity to 
coniferous stands, but also appears in mixedwood stands. 
The Pieryj11a Ionleera group <2E| appears beneath both 
coniferous and mixedwood canopies. 
^6o- 
Table 4.1.1.5.1. Co-occurance of tree, shrub and herb groups derived 
from cluster analyses. The numbers Indicate the number of 
stands, out of 60, in which particular groups of two strata 
both appear. Example: 6 stands had a tree stratum belonging 
to group IE and a shrub stratum belonging to group 2A. 
S TREE STRATUM 
H lA IB 1C ID IE IF IG IH Sb other 
R 2A - - - - 6 1 2 3 - 3 
U 2B 1 - - 3 - - - - 1 1 
B 2C 5 1 2 - - - - - 1 
2D 1 1 3 1 1 1 - - - - 
S 2E 11- - 1 - - - - 1 
T 2F 3 - 1 - - - - - - 
R 2G 1 - - 2 - - 
A 2H - - - - - - - - - 2 
T other 1 - 2 2 - - - - 1 2 
U 
M TREE STRATUM 
lA IB 1C ID IE IF IG IH Sb other 
S Feather-moss 10 1 6 7 1 1 - - 2 2 
H T 3A - 2 2 - - - - - - 1 
E R Mi xed herb - - - 6 - 2 3 - 4 
R A 3B - - - - 1 1 - - - 
B T 3C 3 - - - - - - - - 
U other - _ i - , _ _ i 3 
M - 
2A 2B 
S Feather-moss 2 4 
H T 3A - - 
E R Mixed herb 11 
R A 3B 2 - 
B T 3C - - 
U other ^ 2 
M 
SHRUB STRATUM 
2C 2D 2E 2F 2G 2H other 
7 8 1 1 3 - 4 
2 - 2 - - - 1 
- 1 1 - - 1 1 
- - - 3 - - 
- - . - - 1 2 
-6l- 
tree X herb conbinatioas are e^en more geaeral, A 
feather aoss dooinated herb layer occars beneath conifer 
stands and occasionally beneath ain^dwood stands with a 
high coniferous component, fhe feather moss gronp with 
Bnfons pnbescens and Bosa acicnlaris f3&1 is associated with 
blach sprnce in the oirerstorey. The aixedwood herb group 
appears solely under mixedwood stands. Group 3B, 
characterised by ferns and mosses, Carex> spp, and balsam 
fir seedlings, is found beneath stands with a large 
proportion of balsam fir in the owerstorey. Group 3C is 
tbe Cladiiia « spp, dominated group and is found beneath 
iack pine stands. 
The only strong specificities in shrub X herb 
coabiiiations are the association between keer snicatum 
and the mixed herb group and the association between 
Vaccinium myrtilloides (2F) and the cXadina , spp. 
dominated group C3c), 
4,t.1.6, Piscussioa and Conclusions on Cluster 
Analyses 
The cluster analyses for tree and shrub strata show 
that these strata can be classified into more or less 
discrete groups. This is expected when the data set 
consists of few species or when few species are dominant, 
There are probleas with ewen the simple tree stratum 
-62- 
data* ^he lack pine dominated stands were divided into 
four groups, 1*hree of these gronps were based on 
importance of jack pine and black sprnce. One group is 
predoainantlY iack pine (1A)• Another group has 
approrifflately egual importaiice values for jack pine and 
black spruce (tB|^ The third group (IB) is intermediate 
between group tA and tB, These groups form a gradient 
rather than discrete groups. Black spruce importance 
values range from 0 to 11.6 in group 1A, from 10.7 to 10.0 
in group tB and from 30.1 to 66.1 in group IB. The high 
dominance of one or two species cause these groups to 
appear distinct although there is no distinct ecological 
boundary between them. 
The mixedwood stands formed no distinct groups- The 
groups are arfeitrarily delineated. The aixedwood stands 
typically have four or more tree species with importance 
values all under sixty percent. This heterogeneous mixture 
defies classification. A cover type classification could 
adeguately describe any given stand at a particular point 
in time, but this would be based on mensurational rather 
than ecological principles. 
The shrub stratum cluster analysis must also be 
guestioned. I?hile there are more shrub species than tree 
species, the shrub stratum in any individual stand tends to 
be dominated by one species- Therefore, fairly distinct 
clusters were indentified. These clusters may not have 
much ecological significance. Many of the shrub groups 
-63- 
appear aiider several canopy types and in largely different 
tabitats. One species tends to doainate because of tbe 
sprontinq ability of the shrub species after a fire- In a 
0*1 ha area, one species aay gain dominance merely because 
it had precedence over other species* Among the conifer 
stands, the amount of ledum qroealandicuffi , Alnus vlridis 
ssp* crispa, yaccinium myrtilloides and Diervilla lonicera 
is due only in part by environmental tolerances and 
competition^ The shrub species present before the fire 
largely determine irhich species nill be present after fire* 
l?hese species can sprout guickly and rapidly reproduce 
vegetatively or sexually- Dominance may foe obtained by 
mere presence-^ Carleton and Haycoclc {1981) have stressed 
the importance of sprouting by boreal understorey species. 
1!he cluster analyses of the herb stratum and of all 
strata combined have displayed few discrete groups* Both 
data sets have many species- Many of these species have 
wide environmental tolerances which preclude the 
differentiation of discrete groups* Species of high 
fidelity are rare or non-existant* The only groups which 
could confidently be called discrete are two very large, 
general groups, the conifer dominated and the aixedwood 
stands, and the more specific Jack nine-yaccinium 
myrtilloides'-^Cladina - stands (2F, 3C and 9B) on deltaic 
sands or valley trains* ffueller-Dombois {19€4> found 
siallar results in sostheasterii Manitoba- Jack pine 
dominated on sandy soils and mixedwoods dominated on finer 
-61+- 
soils, IPiiis led Hueller-Boabois to base bis habitat type 
classificatiom oa feomorphology rather thaa strict 
veqetatioa types- 
4.1,t,7. TMIUSBIH ClassificatioB 
fhe resalt of a classification asing llIHSPaH is given 
in Figare 4.1.1-7.1. Fifty species are listed- TWIHSPhW 
selected thirty-six of these species as indicator species- 
IPhe other fourteen species were chosen based on high 
fidelity to one of the TtIKSPAH groups* I nuffleric code was 
used for importance values- A key is given below: 
CCDB IMPOlfASCl VfliOE 
1 >0 to 2- 0 
2 >2 to 5.0 
3 >5 to 10.0 
4 >10 to 20-0 
5 >20.0 
Unlike cluster analysis, the length of the lines do 
not indicate the degree of similarity. fllHSPAN is 
divisive- It divides the data into smaller and smaller 
groups until it reaches a user-specified level of division. 
Each division has an associated eigenvalue which indicates 
the amount of variation between the two groups. The 
eigenvalues do indicate certain inforfflation about the data 
set, but are not necessary for general interpretation of 
LEVEL TWO 
LEVEL THREE 
F i gure 4.1.1.7.1. TWINSPAN classification. Thirty-six 
of the listed species were chosen as indicator species 
by the TWINSPAN classification. The remaining 
fourteen species were chosen based on fidelity to one 
of the TWINSPAN derived groups. 
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the classificatlo®, 
Sine relatively aeaniiKifal gronps base! on tbe 
IPMHSBAS bierarcliy conl€ be ilentified, Tliese consist of 
tbe resnlts at level three (eight groups) with one of these 
groups dividea at level four to give a total of nine 
groups. 
Group one is the lack pine^ 7acx;inium myrtiiloides# 
Cladina group identified by the cluster analyses. Group 
two is a large group of mixed conifer stands dominated by 
black spruce and lack pine with some hardwoods and balsam 
fir. Group three consists of lack pine stands with a minor 
component of balsam fir, paper birch, or both. Group four 
contains stands which are predominantly jack pine. Stand 
19 seems to be aisclassified since it has a moderate aspen 
component. Group five consists of stands dominated by jack 
pine with a moderate black spruce and balsam fir component- 
stand 18 Is a misclassified mixedwood stand. Group six 
contains mixedwood stands with a high proportion of aspen 
and a small component of jack pine, black spruce, or both. 
Group seven consists of mixedwood stands with a large 
balsam component and some black and white spruce. Group 
eight stands are aspen and birch dominated mixedwoods- 
Groap nine consists of mixedwood stands with a high 
proportion of balsam fir- 
These general groupings are similar to the results of 
the cluster analyses. Stands which IPWISSPIH grouped 
together are close to each other in tl^ cluster analyses. 
6T- 
fWI,NS.PAl tends to over-exempliff tte differences feetweeii 
groaps. This is a result of tie divisive^ hierarcliical 
ffiethodologf« Divisions after tie first have relatively lov 
eigenvalues, I’he level one division, which separates 
conifer doninated stands frois mixedvood stands, has an 
eigenvalue of .416, while the two level two divisions have 
eigenvalues of .183 and .217. 1?his indicates that the 
suhsegaent divisions may not represent very great 
differences. 
1?HiHSPAH chooses indicator species which are used to 
allocate stands to one side of a dichotoiay or another. 
This key is used for stands in the data set and can also he 
used to classify other, independantlY saapled, stands. The 
TaiSSPAS program identified three stands |5I) as 
misclassified hy the indicator species. Six stands (lOf) 
were classified as borderline* In other words, fifteen 
percent of the sampled stands may have been assigned to the 
wrong side of the dichotomy. A greater percentage of an 
independent data set would be misclassified. 
Several of the species identified as indicator species 
were unfortunate or inaccurate choices. Such ubiguitous 
species as., IS ala n the mum cana dense, Diervilla lonicera# 
Ara..lia ■ nudlcaulis* Trlentalls borealis, and Clinton la 
borealis were chosen as indicator species by TWIHSPAH. 
separate stand 14 from stands 13 and 40- These stands were 
dominated by lack pine. Strentonus roseus is common in 
roseus was used as an indicator species to 
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iftiacedwood stands fcnt is seldon encountered in pine stands. 
Such fortuitous occurances do not indicate any 
characteristic difference between stands. 
Classification is predisposed on some actual, discrete 
differences among groups of stands- figure 4-1.1.7.1. 
deraxmstrates a gradient of change rather than discrete 
differences- Since only indicator species are included in 
the figure, the differences appear to be more discrete than 
they actually are- Nonetheless, the only discrete 
separation is between mixedwood stands and lack pine - 
black spruce dominated stands- kgain, the lack pine, 
Vaccinium mYrtilloides- Cladina group is distinct from all 
other stands- 
4-1-2- Ordinations 
Since comaunity change across a gradient is coBtinaous 
rather than discrete, ordination should reyeal additional 
inforttatiofi about the structure of the data set- 
4-t•2.1- Polar Ordinations 
Figure 4-1.2-1.1- shows the results of a polar 
ordination- Species with less than four occurances in the 
data set were deleted- h Sisconsin double standardisation 
Figure 4.1.2.1.1. Polar ordination of all data. End- 
points (open circles) are the aggregate of seven 
stands. Wisconsin double standardization has 
been applied to the data. An internal association 
of 85% wa s used. 
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CBraY an^ Curtis, 1957^ Gauch, 1977) was perforne^ on the 
data set hefore ordiBation, &B 85f internal association 
was used to determine index of dissimilarity. The x- and 
y-axis end points are aggrei|ates of seven staiids. The 
x-axis endpoints are the averaqe of the coapnter-generated 
endpoints and the six stands most similar to each of these 
stands- Preliminary y-axis endpoints were chosen toy 
criteria suggested by Haeller’-Bomtoois and Ellenberg (1974)- 
Both preliminary y-axis endpoints were averaged with six 
stands which were most similar and which wonld result in a 
final aggregate y-axis endpoint whose x-axis location was 
close to the location of the preliminary y-axis endpoint- 
The six stands weren’t the six most similar to the 
preliminary y-axis endpoint- The most similar stands were 
chosen which had an average x-axis score close to that of 
the preliainary y-axis endpoint- These aggregate endpoints 
have the quality of toeing different from one another and 
feeing similar to several other stands- 
The ordination shows a fairly distinct break between 
mixedwood stands and lack pine - black spruce stands. The 
central portion of the ordination field is so sparse that 
meaningful endpoints for a third axis could not be found. 
The importance values of individual tree species are 
shown for each stand in Figure 4,1-2. 1-2, The relative 
importance value is indicated by the size of the circle, 
Host of the right half of the ordination field is 
dominated by lack pine- Jack pine shares dominance with 
:-Tl- 
FIGURE 4 I, 2.1 2. TREE SPECIES D1STRI3UTI0H Of* POLAR ORCJNATJON 
IMPORTANCE VALUE 
• • 0.0 
O • 0.1 TO 10.0 
Q * ib.l TO 20.0 
.Q * 20 1 TO 40 0 
O- 
ACER SPICATUM 
©o o * 
OoD O O 
> 4C.0 
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black sprtice ia the lo¥er riqht portion* Black spruce is 
also of moderate abundance in several of the uppermost jack 
pine stands* Jkspen, birch, balsam fir and white spruce all 
appear sporadicIf throughout the jack pine dominated 
stands, only the stands on the farthest right are free of 
this miredwood component, 
Hixedwood stands appear on the left half of the 
ordination field, 111 of the species in Figure 4.1.2, 1*2* 
hare Boderate abundance in at least a few of the mixedwood 
stands. dack pine appears in some of the mixedwood stands 
in the upper portions of the left half of the ordination 
graph. Jack pine»s appearance maf represent drier sites or 
may represent a mesic site surrounded fey jack pine 
dominated stands. Black spruce is present in many of the 
mixedwood stands. Black spruce is of moderate importance 
in either the drier mixedwood stands where jack pine is 
present, or in the laoister mixedwood stands where jack pine 
is absent. 
White spruce is present at a low importance value in 
most of the mixedwood stands. Part of this observation is 
a real ecological fact, bat the observation is also caused 
by the impact of man. Ifiaber harvesting has been carried 
out in or near all of the study area. White spruce had a 
high priority for harvesting. Several stands were rejected 
for sampling when white spruce stumps were found beneath 
old birch and aspen. White spruce never had an importance 
value of greater than twenty-five percent in the sampled 
-73- 
stamds. Altlioiigh wliite sprace alnajs had low density in 
upland stands in the study area, white spruce nay dominate 
on other soils or along riwers- 
Aspen, talsaffl fir and paper feircli are all found in 
nost iiixedwood stands- l*hese species had individual 
iaportance values greater than 80S in only two stands- 
Apparently, these species cannot exclude one another from 
any site, at least not at a scale of *1 ha- The only 
limitation on their distribution seems to be establishment 
of a seedling or sprout at a period favorable for growth- 
An individual species can only infreguently obtain 
sufficient precedence to utilise all «safe sites” (Harper, 
1977) in any given area and thereby exclude all other 
species- 
Mountain maple ( Acer spicatum ) is a large shrub 
which often attains a dbh greater than 2-5 cm. It is 
present in many of the mixedwood stands, soaetimes 
possessing an importance value greater than 201- 
Succession does have a minor role in the composition 
of the mixedwood forest; succession will be considered in 
a later section- 
The distribution of four understorey species is shown 
in Figure 4-1-2.1-3- These species were chosen because 
they are representative of many other species. Cornus 
canadensis shows no preference to any portion of the 
ordination; its broad ecological tolerance and high 
abumdance assures Cornus *s presence in most stands- 
-Ik- 
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gaiaatketBiua caaa^ease ^ Dieryilla toBiceira fin herfe strata> , 
Aralia na4icanlis« Orientalls borealis , Clintonia 
borealis, and Contis trifolia have broad distrifoations 
sifflilar to Comas, 
glenroi:jam sGbreberi is a coamon and abnndant species 
wblch does show soae specificity. It doaiBates all of the 
conifer stands on the right portion of the ordination. It 
has aoderate to high iaportance in several of the oixedwood 
stands, bnt only where a coniferons component Cparticnlarly 
lack pibe and the spruces) is present. Pleqroziain 
schreberi *s distribution appears to be liaited more by the 
presence of conifers than by the physical environment. 
Flearo^iua only grows well over a litter layer of 
coniferous needles. Broadleaved litter may smother 
Plearogium- and other mosses. Ihe development of a 
Fleuro^ium carpet over the forest floor changes the seed 
bed from coniferous litter to an almost continuous moss 
mat. 
Rubus pubescens is an example of a moderately common 
species which has some specificity. It is common in 
mixedwood stands, but only appears sporadicly in the 
coniferous stands. Ihe coniferous stands where tubus 
Other fairly common species favoring mixedwood stands 
attains some importaiice tend to be fairly moist 
include; Acer # Carex, spp.. Aster ■■ macrophvllus r 
.# Sail am trifloruffl. 
Mitella nuda, and obscuram. Species primarily 
76- 
lifflited to coBiferous stands iBcloaer 
VacciBiam anoustifolittm» and' CItiooefies ■• hisnidnla*■ 
Cladina ranoifeirina is tiie best example of a species 
with a high specificitj. While Cladina raaaifeirina appears 
in seweral stands, incladinf three laixedwood stands, it 
onlf has a high importanGe value in the three stands 
farthest to the right. These three iack pine, Vaccinian 
, Cladina stands have been discussed before. 
The distribution of Cladina alnestris differs only in the 
nuiaber of stands and in the fflagnitude of the iaportance 
values- Sphaonnsi, spp- and Peltluera apthosa show a high 
specificity to stands with a high coaponent of black 
spruce. Athvriua Filix~feaina and gyanocarpium 
are restricted to moist, mixedwood stands with a 
proportiom of balsam fir. Other species show a scattered, 
broadly adapted distribution intermediate between the 
distributions characterised by Cornus canadensis and Wabus 
pubescens^ »ore species will be treated individually in 
later sections- 
Two independent polar ordinations using only the tree 
stratum and a combination of herb plus shrub strata are 
shown in Figure g.1.2-1.g. Aggregate endpoints were used 
to make the ordinations coaparable to the polar ordination 
of all data- The ordination of understorey vegetation 
retains much of the structure of the original ordination; 
the positions are changed only slightly. The polar 
ordination of only tree stratuja data gives highly distorted 
-77- 
Figure 4.1.2.1.4. Polar ordination using aggregate 
endpoints (open circles) and: A) herb and shrub 
strata, only; B) tree stratum only. 
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res^l1:s- Stands wbicli were separated on tlie original polar 
ordiiiation are clustered together, particnlarlf within the 
jack pine dofflinated gronp, fhis is not merely a result of 
the aggregate endpoints, k polar ordination of the tree 
data with coaputer generated endpoints gave siailar 
results^ If one can assume that the all-data polar 
ordination represents real ecological differences among 
stands, then tree data alone do not clearly resolwe these 
ecological differences. There may not be enough ecological 
inforiBation in the tree data to resolve the finer 
differences. There are few tree species and all have 
fairly broad ecological tolerances. 
the ordination of tree data alone was improved 
somewhat by dividing each tree species into several 
diameter class X crown class X species combinations. If 
these combinations had fewer than four oceurances they were 
combined with a crown class within the same diameter Glass. 
The siK main tree species were thus divided into sixty-five 
«psuedo-species”. The improvement is due to an increased 
number of variables, but the results were still not as 
interpretable as the ordination of all species. 
4. 1 - 2. 2. Detrended Correspondence juialvsis 
A detrended correspondence analysis (DECOBIHA) applied 
to untransforaed data is shown in Figure 4,1.2.2.1. The 
Figure 4.1.2.2.1. DECORANA ordination using untransformed 
data. Arrows point in the direction of increasing 
abundance for! the indicated species. 
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first» secoBd and third axes lia^e eigenxalaes of -645, -228 
aad -t43 aad lengths of 3-68, 2.36 and 1-43 «standard 
deviations”, respectively- The eigeavalae and length of 
the first axis iiidicate a aoderately high level of 
environmental heterogeneity. The relative magnitade of the 
eigenvalaes shov that the first axis accounts for almost 
three times the variation extracted by the second axis. In 
spite of their relatively lover eigenvalues, the second and 
third axes do express ecologically significant information- 
General vegetational trends are indicated on the 
ordination graph. Arrows point in the direction of 
increased importance values for the indicated tree species* 
The lines do not represent distinct boundries. A few 
stands are misplaced fey even this general delineation. 
The first axis separates jach pine dominated stands 
from aixedwood stands. The mixedwood stands lacking pine 
and spruce are compressed into a narrow range on the first 
axis. This is a characteristic of the species distribution 
and is not a reflection on the homogeneity of the 
environments among these stands- There are more species 
restricted to these stands than there are species 
restricted to stands far to the left- There are 
twenty-three species (seventeen appearing in six or more 
stands) with their scores in the upper twenty percent of 
the first axis, but only seven species (four appearing in 
six or more stands) in the lower twenty percent of the 
first axis. The DBCOBAHA program is supposed to compensate 
-8l- 
for situations as this, but apparently the difference was 
too great. Common species occur in both the conifer and 
aixedwood stands, There are more species restricted to 
aixediiood stands than species restricted to conifer stands. 
Species are most likely restricted from stands in the left 
portion of the ordination by their inability to endure the 
poorer growing conditions and are restriGted from stands in 
the right portion of the ordination by their inability to 
endure competition, The enwironiBent is a greater factor in 
limiting species distributigns than is competition, landom 
chance associated with establishment in any giwen stand 
would exist as unaccounted-for noise, 
Species ranked aaong the thirty end-most for the first 
axis and which were present in six or more stands are 
listed in Table #,1,2,2,1, High walues are associated with 
the right end and low values with the left end. While the 
axis separates well the conifer dominated stands from the 
mixedwood stands, only two true tree species are listed. 
Betula papvrifera has a high score and Finns banksiana has 
a low score. Both of these species are well down the list, 
all boreal tree species are broadly adapted. Only more 
specifically adapted herb and shrub species obtain the more 
terminal scores. There is a general moisture gradient from 
the dry left side to the moist right side. The species 
with terminal scores are indicative of these moisture 
conditions. 
The second axis primarily separates the conifer stands 
-82- 
Table 4.1.2.2.1. Terminal species scores for the first DECORANA 
axis. Strata is indicated where it is ambiguous. 
High Values 
Species Scare 
Mertensia 'pan'ioutata 4.73 
M'itet'la nvAa 4.61 
Acer spiaatum (tree) 4.43 
Osmunda cdnnamomea 4.36 
ACGT spdcatim (herb) 4.35 
Acev spdcatym {shvuh) 4.35 
Mn-iimij spp. 4.22 
Carex^ spp. 4.19 
GaZiim trdftowm 4.14 
Aster macrophyVlus 4.11 
Athyr'ium Ftttx-femtna 3.96 
Rhyt'Ld-iadetphus^ spp. 3.84 
Vtola rentfotta 3.77 
Actaea^ spp. 3.72 
Gyrmocarptim Bvyoptevis 3.71 
Streptopus roseus 3.70 
Lontoera htrsuta (herb) 3.60 
Lycopodtum obscunm 3'. 57 
Foputus tremulotdes (herb) 3.51 
Corytus comuta (herb) 3.42 
Abtes halsamea (herb) 3,42 
Betula papyrifera (tree) 3.36 
Low Values 
Specres Score 
uladtna alpestrts -2.18 
Cladina rangtfertna -1.85 
Vacctntwn myrttHotdes (shrub)-0.95 
Eptgaea repens -0.90 
Sattx Bebbiana (shrub) -0.65 
Ptcea martana (shrub) -0.54 
Ctadtna mitts -0.35 
Sdltx Bebbtana (herb) -0.22 
Cyprtpedtum aaaute -0.19 
Vacotntvjn angusttfottian (herb)-0.17 
Ledum groenlandmoum (shrub) -0.15 
Chtogenes htsptduta -0.10 
Oryzopsts pungens -0.08 
Ledum groentccndtcum (herb) 0.22 
Btnus bankstana (tree) 0.49 
Lyaopodtum aompZanatum 0.53 
Chtmaphtta umbeZtata 0.62 
-83- 
witii diffisrent proportioBs of l>lacfc spruce. The stands 
where black spruce is most iiaportaiit, or shares ieportaBce 
with lack pins, are at the lower end of axis two. Axis two 
also separates some fflixedwood stands along a similar jack 
piae - black spruce gradient, uppermost mixedwood stands 
have Jack pine with or without black spruce, while lower 
fflixedwood stands have black spruce without Jack pine. 
Table 4,1.2,2.2 gives species associated with the higher 
and lower ends of axis two* Most species are associated 
with the left end of axis one since axis two priroarily 
extracted variance among conifer stands. Orvxonsis 
pUBuensa Prunus pennsvlvanica and Salix Bebbiana have the 
highest scores on axis two. They, and other species with a 
high raidcing, are indicative of a comparatively thin canopy 
since they reguire moderately high levels of light (Bakuxis 
and Hansen, 1959), Melampvrum lineare , which has a high 
second axis score, is a hemi-parasite on the roots of Jack 
pine. 
Tree, shrub and herb strata Picea mariana had low 
ranking on the second axis, as did the feather mosses 
HvloGomiuia splendens and Ptilium crista-castrensis and the 
lichen Peltioera apthosa. Stands with an almost pure Jack 
pine canopy typically have Pleuroxium schreberi- as the 
solitary feather moss and have one of the Cladina , spp, 
as the only lichen. ledum aroealandiGUB and Chiogenes 
hispidula are two species which are common in coniferous 
stands, but have higher importance in stands containing 
Table 4.1.2,2.2, Terminal species scores for the second 
Strata is indicated where it is ambiquous. 
High values 
Specres Score 
Oryzopsis pungens 4.42 
Prunus pennsy tvan'ica (shrub) 4.32 
Sat%x Behhiana (herb) 3.85 
Prunus pennsylvan'lca (tree) 3.69 
Sdl-ix Behh'lccna (shrub) 3.64 
Polygat a pauetfotta ; 3.21 
Atnus V'ir'id'is ssp. orispa (herb) 3.19 
Ametanoh'ier humttts (herb) 3.17 
Atnus V'ir'id'is ssp. cr'ispa (shrub) 3.14 
Ametanoh'ier him'it'is (shrub) 3.00 
Ep'igaea repens 2.97 
Apocynum androsaem'ifotium 2.91 
Cyprtped'ium aoaute 2.89 
Metampyrum tineare 2.83 
Corytus oomuta (herb) 2.81 
Low values 
Species Scare 
Eytocomiimi sp tendens -1.02 
P'ioea mar'iana (tree) -0.71 
Pt'it'ium ertsta'-castrensts -0.50 
P'ioea mar'iana (shrub) -0.41 
Pett'igera apthosa -0.34 
Betuta papyr'ifera {sY^rub) -0.31 
Monotropa un'iflora -0.21 
Poputus tremuto'ides (shrub) -0.10 
Ledum groentand'ioim (shrub) 0.15 
Abies hatsamea (shrub) 0.17 
Chiogenes hispiduta 0.31 
Pyrota seounda 0.39 
Goody era repens 0.40 
Rhytidiadetphusy spp. 0.41 
Gyrmooarpium Dryopteris 0.45 
Potytriohumj spp. 0.48 
Pioea mariana (herb) 0.48 
Sorhus deoora (herb) 0.48 
Sphagnum^, spp. 0.50 
Mniim, spp. 0.52 
Ledim groentandiotm (herb) 0.53 
DECORANA axis. 
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black spruce. Tbese species differences are due to eitber 
lower ligiit conditions where black spruce is in the 
overstoref or differences between black spruce and jack 
pine litter, or differences in the habitat. 
Axis three is similar to axis two. Howexer, axis 
three mainly extracts variation among miredwood stands and 
reverses, compresses and distorts the black spruce to Jack 
pine trend among the conifer dominated stands- The balsaffl 
fir dominated mixedwood stands are in the lower portion of 
axis three while the aspen dominated stands are in the 
uppermost portion. 
Species ranked high and low on axis three are listed 
in Table h.1.2.2.3. Several of the species listed are not 
directly associated with the gradient of prifflary ecological 
interest. This would be expected given the rather low 
eigenvalue for axis three; the axis is affected by 
variation in the data set external to the variation across 
the gradient of interest- 
The lower mixedwood stands have a high balsam fir 
Gomponent. The mosses ihvtidiadelnhus^ spp- and ffnium . 
spp. and oak fern, Gyamocarniurn Drventeris , are highly 
associated with these stands. The uppermost mixedwood 
stands have few balsam fir in the tree strata; aspen 
dominates with Jack pine, black spruce and paper birch also 
important in some stands. Species associated with these 
upper stands include Corylus cornuta. lonicera canadensis. 
Ionic era ■■ hirsuta. :^and Strentopus rose us. ■Pet as li es 
Table 4,1.2,2.3. Terminal species scores for the third Decorana axis. 
Strata is indicated where it is ambiguous. 
High Values 
Species Score 
Corytus comuta (herb) 3.76 
Petasites fvigiduB 3.39 
Corylus comuta (shrub) 3.22 
Pter'idium aquittnum 3.18 
Actaea^ spp. 2.93 
FTageri-a vtrg'tntana 2.91 
Poputus tvermto'ides (tree) 2.67 
Ledum gvoentand-icim (herb) 2.66 
Lontoeva eanadens'Ls (herb) 2.57 
Ledum gvoentandtcum (shrub) 2.55 
Lon-ioeva htrsuta (herb) 2.46 
GaZ-ium trtfZQVum 2.43 
Lontcera eanadens'Ls (shrub) 2.33 
Ep'LZoh'Lum angust'ifoZi.um 2.32 
Oryzopsts asper'Lfolia 2.29 
Lycopodi-um oomptanatum 2.08 
Streptopus roseus 2.01 
Atnus V'Lv'idis ssp, ertspa (tree) 1.98 
Rubus stmgosus (shrub) 1.97 
Anemone qutnqu'Lfotta 1.95 
Acen sp'Loatum (tree) 1.93 
Rosa ac'LcuZconis (herb) 1.92 
Low Values 
Species 
Rhyt'id'LadeZphus^ spp. 
Mn-ium^ spp. 
PeZtigeva apthosa 
Betula papyrtfera {shrub) 
Ab'Les. batsamea (tree) 
Gymnocanpium Vvyopterts 
Cladina mit'ts 
Ab'Les baZsomea (shrub) 
Sorbus decora (herb) 
Lycopodtum annot-Lnum 
Vacc'Ln'Lum myrt'LZZoides (shrub) 
Sorbus decora (shrub) 
Ab'Les baZsamea (herb) 
Sphagnum^ spp. 
-Score 
-2.83 
-1.71 
-1.47 
-1.29 
-1.04 
-1.01 
-0.96 
-0.78 
-0.54 
-0.31 
-0.28 
-0.23 
-0.12 
-0.10 
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fridgMtas aad trifloruim have higti tbird axis scores, 
bat appear la noist stamds with or nithoat balsam fir. Tke 
gradient observed in axis three has three likely caasesj 
1) moisture gradient; 2} disturbance gradient; 3| 
saccessional gradient. 'the stands with more balsam fir 
tend to be; 1) moister; 2) initiated without fire or with 
a low intensity patchy fire; 3) older. !5ost stands with 
balsam fir do not possess all these characteristics. Some 
moist sites do not contain balsa is fir and balsam fir 
appears on some fairly dry sites. Some young, even-aged 
stands possess a large balsam fir component. 
Characteristics of stand initiation are difficult to 
deterffline when saispling forty to one hundred years later. 
Considering the silvics of balsam fir, it appears that 
stand initiation characteristics are important. Some 
balsam fir must remain after the stand-initiating 
distttrbance, Advance regeneration after blowdown, bndworra, 
or harvesting, or residnal fir after a patchy fire must be 
present in the area for the development of a large balsam 
fir component in the resulting stand. These 
characteristics are mo|St common in moister areas. Balsam 
fir will increase as a stand ages, but some balsam fir must 
be present soon after stand initiation or its invasion will 
be slow. Many old stands can be found with few or no 
balsam fir. Succession, as such, seems to be of little 
significance; Gharacteristics of stand initiation 
apparently override successional trends. Succession will 
-88- 
be considered more fully in a later section. The three 
factors, moisture, disturbance characteristics and 
succession interact strongly. 
4.1,3. /’■ Species ■ Diver si tv - 
The Shannon function fFlelou, 1977) was used to 
calculate species diversity for separate strata and for all 
strata combined. Figure 4.1.3,1- superimposes total 
species diversity on the polar ordination considered in 
section 4,1,2.1, The mixed hardwood and conifer stands 
possess the greatest species diversity. Stands with low 
species diversity are characterized by either a pure Jack 
pine canopy or a mixed jack pine - black spruce canopy 
lacking deciduous trees. 
The diversity of the individual strata are highly 
correlated. The Spearman rank correlation between herb 
stratum diversity and tree stratum diversity is .63; p < 
.01. This correlation can be explained by two mechanisms; 
1) a diverse tree stratum will contribute to a diverse herb 
stratum because of a heterogeneous light regime in the 
understorey; 2) diversity of the herb and tree strata are 
both controlled by the environment. Diversity indices were 
also calculated for tree stratum *»psuedo-species”. 
Psuedo^species were defined by diameter classes and by 
diameter X crown class combinations. The rank correlation 
-89- 
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between diversity indices of the herb strata® and of the 
tree diameter class data was .60; p < .01. The rank 
correlation between diversity indices of the herb strata® 
and of the tree diameter X crown class data was .49; p < 
.01. Breaking the tree data into psaedo-species shoald 
give a more precise description of the canopy 
heterogeneity. However, the Gorrelation coefficient 
decreased as the tree data were broken into finer groups. 
Therefore, the environaent, rather than the canopy 
heterogeneity, is the main determinant of anderstorey 
diversity. Simply, there are aore species present on more 
favorable sites or heterogeneous habitats. 
4.1.4. Suamarv of Coamanitv Composition 
The upland boreal forest comaunities in the study area 
do not fora discrete associations. Most species have wide 
environmental tolerances. Instead of discrete 
associations, the vegetation can be characterised by the 
population patterns of the individual species. These 
population patterns are largelf independent. Comauiiity 
composition is primarily determined by the environiient and 
species precedence on a site. 
-91- 
4.2. smcEssmw 
Scatter^plots of sliruls strafan vs. tree strataa 
importauce valaes for four tree species are shown in Figare 
4.2.1. these seatier-plots relate overstorey composition 
to the presence of reprodnctioii. Jack pine and white 
sprnce are not shown; feoth species had few occnrances in 
the shrnh stratn®. Jack pine is intolerant and 
infregnently erists beneath a canopy. *Phe white sprace 
seed soarce seems to be limiting in the stady area. Balsaii 
fir, aspen and black sprace have similar scatter-plots. 
Shrob stratara iaportance valoes are insensitive to tree 
strata® iaportance values. Balsam fir seedlings and 
saplings become established in stands where few fir are in 
the ©verstorey. kspen reproduction is due to root suckers 
in mixedwood stands and root suckers and seedlings in 
conifer domiiiated stands. Four stands which had no aspen 
in the tree stratum had aspen in the shrub stratum. 1!hese 
seedlings of the intolerant aspen will probably not survive 
unless the stand is soon regenerated without fire. The 
scatter-plot for black spruce may indicate that shrub 
stratum iaportance values decreased at high tree stratum 
importance values. The dense shade beneath canopies 
dominated by black: spruce may eliminate the establishment 
of seedlings and saplings- Black sprace seedlings are 
common in mixed conifer stands; a jack pine canopy allows 
more light to reach the understorey. 
Gregory C1979) and Carletoa and daycock {1978) found 
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ilffereiit resalts with the same species. *rhej foaai 
sapling importance walae increasing with an increase in 
tree strata importance for black sprace and aspen. Those 
stadies are not directly comparable with the present stady. 
Both stadies considered aplands and lowlands while this 
study is restricted to aplands. They included stems up to 
10 cm dbh in their sapling data while 1 included all stems 
greater than 2.5 cm dbh in the tree strata. Sappressed 
trees are incladed in their sapling data. 8y data giwe a 
better estimate of reprodaction while their data may giwe a 
better representation of short-^term stand dynamics- 
The paper birch scatter-plot shows higher shrub 
stratum importance waloes associated with low tree stratum 
importance values. This result is similar to Gregory's 
f1979| but is the opposite of Carleton and Baycock f19781. 
Stands with a shrub stratum importance value of paper birch 
exceeding 10S are indicated on the polar ordination of all 
data CFigure 4.2.2.). These stands are conifer-dominated, 
or mixedwood stands with a black spruce component. 
Apparently, safficient light passes through the conifer 
canopies to allow paper birch to survive; reproduction was 
primarily by stump sprouting in the mixedwood stands. 
Gregory (1979) also found paper birch saplings to be most 
abundant on moderately dry sites. Although birch may 
become established, most grow slowly and would not reach 
the canopy unless an opening occurs. Paper birch may act 
as a ”gap phase” species (Bray, 1956; latt, 1947) to a 
Figure 4.2.2. Stands with a shrub stratum importance 
value for paper birch exceeding ten percent (open 
circles) displayed on the polar ordination of 
F i g u r e 4.1.2.1.1. 
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lira ited extent in ttese conifer stands* *^!ie betavior of 
paper birch in these stands is slrailar to Pranas serotina 
in sonthwest Wisconsin oat stands C^uclair and Cottaa^ 
1^71)• If the stand is regenerated without fire this birch 
reproduction would probably survive, perhaps after 
resprouting* 
^hese scatter diagraras show that all tree species have 
lioited representation in the shrub stratura* Bstablishment 
is greater in raixed conifer stands where more light reaches 
the understorey* However, no tree species is able to 
doffiinate the shrub stratuia- Individuals established after 
the stand initiation phase (Oliver, 1981| probably reguire 
sorae disturbance to reach the canopy* Sprugel (1976) has 
shown that even balsara fir, the aost tolerant boreal tree 
species, regaires disturbance to reach the canopy* 
Goff and Sedler (1972) developed the raethod of 
succession vectors to study succession. They derived 
succession vectors frora a principal conponents analysis of 
psuedo-species coraposed of tree species diaraeter classes. 
The vectors are forraed by ioining the diaraeter classes of 
an individual species with a line from the smallest to the 
largest diaraeter class. Carleton and Saycock (1978) have 
applied this raethod to boreal forest data. Carleton and 
Taylor (1983) used detrended correspondence analysis, 
rather than PCk to construct succession vectors. 
I used both PCI and DBCOBaWA to construct succession 
vectors. The size classes used were; 5 era dbh; 10 era 
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dbh; 15 cm dlili; 20 cm dbh; 25 and 30 cm 4bh; > 35ca dbh 
class. Several different BCA runs were atteiB|>ted, 
Centered and non-centered FCA were used. Haw data, 
standardised data and presence-absence data were ased witb 
PCA. All PCA rnns gave higbly distorted results. 1?lie best 
PCA run had succession vectors of long, narrow ellipses for 
aspen and Jack pine. 1?he priaar^ PCA axis did not show a 
gradient of Jack pine dominated stands to deciduous 
doainated stands, although every other aethod showed this 
was the major source of variability. The PCA succession 
vectors will not be considered further* 
Figure 4.2.3, gives succession vectors on the first, 
second and third PECOBASA axes. Generally, all species 
vectors point to the right, mixedwood, side of the 
ordination. 
dack pine shows increasing association with the 
mixedwood section as diameter class increases. This is 
caused by two factors; 1) Jack pine grows faster on the 
finer textured soils occupied by mixedwood stands; 2) the 
period between fires is longer on the moister habitats 
occupied by mixedwood stands and therefore Jack pine lives 
to a greater age- Both of these factors are environmental 
rather than successional. The black spruce vector 
indicates a similar, although less pronounced, pattern on 
the first and second axes. On the first and third axes, 
the smaller and intermediate size classes of black spruce 
show a strong association with the larger size classes of 
-97- 
Figure 4.2.3. Succession vectors on the first, 
second, and third DECORANA axes. Species 
abbreviations are the same as Table 4.1. 
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iacl? piiws, lihile tfee larger size classes of blade spriace 3o 
not* l?his sabs taut iates tbe observation of smaller black 
spruce growing beiieatb Jack pine. 
The saallest size class of aspen shows am association 
with Jack pine. Again, this observation is environnental 
rather than successional. Aspen grows poorly on the dryer 
sites dosinated by Jack pine. The aspen vector proceeds 
into a tight cluster of species which dominate the 
mixedwood stands. 
So strong successional trends are evident within the 
fflixedwood cluster. On the first and second axes, balsam 
fir seems to be associated with white spruce; the larger 
size classes of aspen are associated with the smaller size 
classes of paper birch- The larger size classes of paper 
birch are associated with the larger size classes of white 
spruce. Paper birch and white spruce may live to a greater 
age than other boreal species common in mixedwood stands. 
This may indicate an aspen and birch to birch, spruce and 
fir suGcessional path. A few stands of widely scattered 
large, old birch and spruce with smaller fir and scattered 
clumps of aspen suckers or birch sprouts were observed- 
Fallen stems of aspen, birch or fir were common and a 
distinct tall shrub layer was present. Such stands were 
not sampled because they did not meet the criterion of 
being closed-crown forests- Such stands are infregaent and 
typically only occur in fire-protected areas. The 
physiognomy of the stand would facilitate crowning of any 
-99- 
fire* Sucli irregtilar-crowned stands could not be regarded 
as an endpoint of succession, Tbe dominant trees are 
remnants of tie original stand| tree reproduction is not 
sufficient to close the large canopy gaps, ^be 
overwhelming importance of fire may have precluded the 
evolution of late sucGessional species (louckSr 1970; 
Shafi and Yarraaton, 1973)- 
"fhe vectors on the first and third axes do not show 
the same associations within the mixedwood section that the 
first and second axes did. The third axis separates aspen 
from balsam fir, This might represent a successional 
relationship. However# if balsam fir was the late 
successional dominant in mixedwood stands, then the vectors 
of other common mixedwood species would point towards 
balsam fir. This is not evident. The separation is 
proMbly due to disturbance intensity. Balsam fir occurs 
where the stand is initiated without fire or where fire 
intensity is low and residual balsam occurs in the area. 
Instead of strong successional trends, only 
environmental effects are noted. Succession is apparently 
of little conseguencs where the time between fires is less 
than the maximum age of the component species. Disturbance 
intensity may affect stand composition only by affecting 
the composition of the regenerating stand. The concept of 
succession would need to be greatly broadened to include 
disturbance intensity as a successional trend rather than 
the starting point for succession. 
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The saccessioE sectors derived here differ 
coiisiderablf fro® Carleton and Hafcoclc f1978). The only 
siiailaritf is foand in the association of aspen with paper 
birch- Carleton and Haycock’s vectors appear to be 
determined more by the environraent than those derived here- 
Carleton and Haycock’s data set included uplands as well as 
lowlands- Blacit spruce was isolated fro® jack pine even 
though black spruce was common in jack pine stands in their 
study area fCarleton^ !982a; fe)- If the succession 
vectors technique is used, it is mandatory that most of the 
variability in the data set be caused by succession rather 
than environmental gradients. While Goff and iedler {1972> 
found some strong successional trends, some of their 
species separated on the basis of environmental 
reguirements- For example. Jack pine and Hill’s oak, which 
occur on dry outwash plains in Wisconsin, were adjacent to 
each other and did not exhibit any successional trends- 
Whenever succession is studied by arranging different 
stands into a time segaence, homogeneity of the site 
conditioiiS must be established (laven, 1982). Flther some 
sort of covariance analysis must remove the effect of the 
environment or the data set must be restricted to a 
specific environment- 
succession vectors were derived IFigure 4.2-9.) using 
only stands which had a sum total importance value for 
aspen, paper birch, white spruce, and balsa® fir exceeding 
twenty percent. These vectors are similar to Figure 4.2.3. 
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Figure 4.2.4. Succession vectors on the first and second 
axes of a DECORAMA ordination of mixedwood stands. 
Only stands with an importance value exceeding 
twenty percent for the sum of aspen, white spruce, 
balsam fir and paper birch were used. Species 
abbreviations are the same as Table 4.1. 
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0»ly the black spruce au€ Jack pine vectors differ. *Phe 
black spruce succession vector points away from the 
ffiixed^ood section* The Jack pine vector is not directed as 
strongly to the right* Black spruce and Jack pine are 
apparently only fortuitous occupants of mirediiood stands. 
Succession mas also investigated by calculation of 2X2 
chi-sguare contingency tables for all possible tree species 
combinations. The two states of the chi-sguare compared 
average basal area per tree of a species in a given stand 
to average basal area per tree of a species in the entire 
data set. The positive state indicates that the gaadratic 
mean diameter in a stand is greater than or agual to the 
total average. The negative state indicates that the 
gaadratic mean diameter within a stand is less than the 
total average- Only stands where both species were present 
were included in the contingeiicy tables. This technigue 
resembles the intraspecific diameter distribution technigue 
of Auclair and Goff , although computationally 
simpler- There are fifteen possible combinations of the 
six tree species- Four of these combinations were 
significant at alpha=0.05. 
The Jack pine X black spruce combination was 
significant. Smaller Jack pine were almost exclusively 
associated with smaller black spruce- This is caused by 
faster growth of Jack pine on all upland sites. The aspen 
X black spruce combination was significant because larger 
aspen were always associated with larger black spruce5 
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liilack sipruce frons better on laire^Mood sites. ^Iie aspen X 
paper bircli combination was significant because larger 
aspen were associateH with larger than average paper foircli 
and smaller aspen were associated with smaller than average 
birch- 1*his occurred even though the aspen were almost 
always larger than the paper birch, hspen and paper birch 
become established on a site about the same time, but aspen 
maintains a superior crown position for at least as long as 
the typical interval between fires. The birch X black 
spruce combination was also significant. This relationship 
was significant since smaller black spruce were associated 
with smaller birch. This situation was common where 
intermediate and suppressed birch and black spruce were 
present beneath a Jack pine overstorey. There is no 
indication that the birch will replace the Jack pine 
without a disturbance. The birch is primarily in the 5 cm 
dbh class with fewer taller stems reaching the canopy. 
Host of these results are due to differing growth 
rates rather than a replacement of species- Pew 
individuals become established after the stand initiation 
phase. The development of a stand is determined fey the 
initial cohort which establishes before crown closure- 
precedence on a site and recurring fire overshadows any 
successional trends- Smaller intermediate or suppressed 
trees may reach the canopy, but these individuals were 
established around the same time as the canopy trees. 
There is no indication of the classical relay 
-10 U- 
floEistics siiccessx<5B {Egler, 1954| . Bather, crown 
stratification ©ai occur iue to differing growth rates. 
For example, aspen may gala early dominance over white 
spruce. Later, white spruce may owertop aspen as the 
canopy starts to thin. This observation is based on 
differing growth rates- Inferior crown position can be 
eguated with later successional position only when the 
species lives longer, is capable of reaching the canopy and 
reproducing itself im the absence of disturbance. Bone of 
the boreal tree species fulfill this reguirement. 
4.3. Environment 
Moisture regime values are displayed on the first and 
second DSCOBaUft axes in Figure 4.3.1. The Ontario Ministry 
of Matural Besources soil moisture regime CBelisle, 1980), 
is determined by soil texture, depth to mottling and 
gleying and, to a limited extent, percent slope. 
Generally, moister soils are associated with mixedwood 
stands and dryer soils are associated with lack pine and 
black spruce stands. The pure Jack pine stands tend to be 
dryer than lack pine stands with a black spruce or 
deciduous component. These trends are general, there are 
several exceptions. 
In Figure 4.3.2., landforro types are delineated on the 
DECOBAHft ordinatipn- Deltaic sands and valley trains are 
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foumd to the left of the ordination- Jaclt pine stands 
predominate on these sites; black spriice Is more abundant 
where the site is laoister or where an ahandant black spruce 
seed source was present. Outwash plains are dominated hf 
jack pine. Black spruce is more abundant on ffioister loamy 
outwash- One mixedwood stand occurred on wery moist, loess 
covered outwash- 
aoraines may be covered by an almost pure stand of 
either iack pine, black spruce, aspen, or paper birch- 
Ground moraines cannot be separated from terminal moraines 
on the ordination graph- The soil texture of the different 
moraines may vary from sands to clay loams. Stoneyness, 
soil depth and topography may override texture in 
determining the moisture status of a site, thus the OKMH 
moisture regime may be misleading in some cases- 
loess-capped moraines tend to be moister, but this is 
moderated by topography- Within moraines, there is no 
strict relationship between vegetation and characteristics 
of the site. loess covered moraines which receive some 
water from lateral seepage tend to be moistest; lack pine 
is infreguent on these sites while moisture-preferring 
herbs are more common. Black spruce is more common on 
shallow ground moraine. dack pine importance value 
increases as soils become coarser. 
The vegetation on moraines may be characterised as a 
random assemblage- While environmental factors have an 
effect, stand composition is determined by precedence and 
seed soarce availability ratber thaa axact relationships 
between the vegetation and environraent or time* The 
various vegetational trends noted in section 4.1 are weak- 
Several factors contribute to the characteristics of the 
vegetation, but none doaiiiate, These factors interact, 
making the effect of any one factor indistinct. Overriding 
all factors are the stochastic effects of seed or sprout 
availability. The soils of moraines may be more variable, 
thus the soils may also contribute to the variability of 
the vegetation. 
pH of the upper soil horizon varies with the 
vegetatioii fFigare 4.3.3). The lowest pH is found in 
stands with a aoderate to large black spruce coaiponeEt. 
Black spruce produces nutrient poor litter (Damman, 19?1; 
Gordon, 1983) which may acidify the soil. Jack pine 
dominated stands also have low pH; pH is higher in jack 
pine and black spruce stands which have a broadleaved 
component- pH is also high in mixedwood stands, although 
stands with a black spruce component on ground moraine may 
have a very low pH. The cause-effect relationships between 
pH and the vegetatioii are anclear. pH may be low because 
of an acidic substrate or because of nutrient cycling 
patterns within the ecosystem. Species may be associated 
with low pH because of a preference for acidic soils or 
because the species promote aGidification. There is little 
variatiGn in the substrate acidity within the study area; 
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196S) * this my iadicate tiiat the vegetation laay cause 
^art of the small differences (3.7 to 5«6) in pH, pH may 
he reduced where conservative natrient cycling patterns 
exist, such as hlack spruce stands (Gordon, 1983) and, to a 
lesser extent, iack pine stands- Here rapid nutriemt 
cycling hy hroadleaf trees may increase pH. 
there is little variation in organic layer thickness 
fFigure ft,3.4.)• thickness is slightly greater where black 
spruce is an overstorey cofflponent. Hardwood dominated 
stands may tend to have a slightly thinner organic layer, 
there is no clear relationship between organic layer 
thickhess and either pfi or moisture regime* 
the effect of moisture regime on individual species 
was investigated by weighted averages (Gauch, 1977). A 
species score eguals the weighted (by importance value) 
average of moisture regime values of all stands in which it 
occurs- Only species present in greater than ten percent 
of the stands were included in this analysis- Table 4-3.1- 
gives species scores across the moisture gradient- low 
scores indicate species common to dry sites; high scores 
indicate species common to wet sites- One was added to the 
moisture regime values, giving a range of 1 to 7- A 
species restricted to moderately dry sites would have a 
score of 1-Q; a species restricted to very moist stands 
would have a score of 7-0- The actual range of species 
scores was from 1-824 for Vaccinium myrtilloides to 5.563 
for Ihytidiadelphus. spp- Since each moisture regime was 
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Table 4.3.1. Species weighted average of OMNR moisture regime values. 
Averages are weighted by importance values. Low values 
indicate species restricted to dry sites; high values indicate 
species restricted to moist sites. 
-Species 
Vaoo'iniim myvt'ttlo'tdes (shrub) 
Frunus pennsytvandoa (tree) 
Prunus pennsytvari'Loa (shrub) 
MeZampyrum ZZneare 
FeZtZgeva apthosa 
OvyzopsZs pungens 
CZadina rccng’ifer'Lna 
CZadina aZpestvis 
CypTdpedZTMn aoauZe 
CZadZna mZti-s 
ChZogenes h'isp'iduZa 
SaZ'ix Bethiana (herb) 
Ddoroniimj spp. 
VaccZn'iim myrtZZZoides (herb) 
Vacoin'tym angustZfoZ'ium (herb) 
AmeZccnoh-iev him'iZds (herb) 
Pdnus banksdana (tree) 
Pdoea mardona (shrub) 
Ame Zanohdev himd Zds (shrub) 
Ptevdddvon aqudZdnvm 
BetuZa papyrdfera (shrub) 
Rosa aadouZards (herb) 
Monotropa undfZova 
HyZooomdym spZendens 
PZeuTozdim sohrebeTd 
Epdgaea vepens 
Pdoea mardana (herb) 
AZnus vdvddds ssp. ardspa (shrub) 
Rosa acdouZards (shrub) 
ChdmaphdZa vmbeZZata 
AZnus vdvddds ssp. ovdspa (tree) 
Apooynum androsqemdfoZdum 
PtdZdum crdsta-castrensds 
BetuZa pccpyrdfeva (herb) 
Ldnnaea boveaZds 
Ledum groenZanddoum (shrub) 
DdervdZZa LondoeTa (herb) 
PopuZus tvemuZoddes (shrub) 
Covnus canadensds 
Goody era repens 
Madanthemum oanadense 
Lyoopoddum oZavatum 
CoryZus oomuta (shrub) 
CoryZus oomuta (herb) 
Pdoea gZauoa (shrub) 
Pdoea mardana (tree) 
Oryzopsds asperdfoZda 
Ho, Stands 
  
9 
12 
20 
8 
7 
19 
9 
15 
17 
31 
7 
49 
47 
39 
12 
45 
29 
21 
8 
24 
23 
8 
23 
52 
9 
24 
23 
19 
12 
9 
7 
42 
12 
50 
20 
39 
26 
56 
23 
57 
25 
21 
17 
8 
49 
26 
Score 
T7m 
1.841 
1.936 
1.938 
1.976 
2.002 
2.025 
2.028 
2.033 
2.130 
2.151 
2.185 
2.219 
2,265 
2.284 
2.311 
2,327 
2.381 
2.414 
2.426 
2.434 
2.440 
2.446 
2.477 
2.497 
2.539 
2.611 
2.622 
2.636 
2.694 
2.706 
2.769 
2.819 
2.837 
2.888 
2.918 
2.931 
2.962 
2.983 
2.989 
3.031 
3.050 
3.076 
3.077 
3.101 
3.131 
3.216 
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Table 4,3*1. (Continued) 
Species No,- Stands 
Ledum gi^oentand'ioimi (herb) 31 
Lyeopodi-um annot'lnum 23 
Sorbus decora (tree) 10 
Pyrota secunda 7 
AbLes batsamea (shrub) 39 
Dderv'illa LonLcera (shrub) 32 
Betula papyr'Lfera (tree) 41 
PoZygata pauci-folZa 9 
EpZZobZum angustZfoZZum 15 
^roZa udrens 16 
CoptZs trZfoZZa 38 
Rubus strZgosus (herb) 10 
LycopodZum obscurum 36 
AZnus vZrZdis ssp. orispa (herb) 17 
Lonicera hirsuta (herb) 8 
AraZZa nudZoauZZs 46 
Sorbus decora (herb) 19 
TZentaZZs boreaZZs 39 
CbZntonZa horeaZZs 44 
Dryopteris austrZaca 16 
Lycopodium compZanatum 14 
Anemone quinquifoZia 17 
GaZ%um trifZoTum 15 
Lonicera canadensis (herb) 7 
Osmunda cinnamomea 11 
Abies baZsamea (herb) 27 
Rubus pubescens 33 
Picea gZauca (tree) 29 
Abies baZsamea (tree) 43 
PopuZus tremuZoides (tree) 35 
Acer spicatum (herb) 24 
Moneses unifZora 8 
Streptopus roseus 30 
Sorbus de cor a (shrub) 13 
Podytrichim^ spp. 23 
Acer spicatum (shrub) 24 
PopuZus tremuZoides (herb) 23 
Acer spicatum (tree) 17 
VioZa renifoZia 30 
Athyrium FiZix-femina 11 
Gymnocarpium Dryopteris 11 
Frageria virginiana 9 
Aster macrophyZZus 23 
Carex^ spp. 17 
Petasites frigidus 14 
MiteZZa nuda 13 
Mnium^ spp. 10 
Mertensia panicuZata 8 
RhytidiadeZphusj sp p. 11 
Score 
3,223 
3.225 
3.264 
3.279 
3.296 
3.323 
3.352 
3.384 
3.386 
3.447 
3.453 
3.566 
3.569 
3.574 
3.589 
3.618 
3.623 
3.670 
3.690 
3.691 
3.763 
3.771 
3.810 
3.860 
3.906 
3.920 
3.986 
3.993 
4.029 
4.068 
4.076 
4.101 
4.105 
4.272 
4.387 
4.440 
4.559 
4.635 
4.737 
4.759 
4.903 
4.985 
5.145 
5.147 
5.259 
5.373 
5.397 
5.538 
5.563 
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oot efuailY ir©presente3 in the €ata set, a species which 
had the saiae iaportance walae im all stands woald have a 
score of 3,1« Species with scores fro® 2*8 to 3.8 have 
little tendency for either dry or moist sites. Species 
with scores in this range are either aost ahandant in the 
middle of the soistare gradient, or are present throaghont 
the ffloisttire gradient. Species with scores less than 2.8 
are characteristic of dryer sites; species with scores 
greater than 3.8 are characteristic of Boister sites. 
Barer species scores aay be less reliable than common 
species. Although the scores are based on moistnre regime, 
the gradient is confounded by other factors covarying with 
moistnre regime. light reaching the forest floor and soil 
fertility are associated with aoistnre statns. A complex 
aotstare-fertility-light gradient is realized rather than a 
siaple moistare gradient* fhese factors are not 
independent; while light or nutrient levels may directly 
control a species* distribation, the species distribution 
will also be indicative of the moisture status of a site. 
Species with a high ranting on the first DHTOBANA axis 
have high moisture gradient weighted averages and species 
with low ranting have low weighted averages. *This 
substantiates the hypothesis of a moisture gradient across 
the first DEC01A5A axis. 
Bakuzls and Hansen |1959) determined the moisture 
reguirements of Minnesota forest species using a weighted 
average of subjective appraisals of the moisture 
-115- 
availal^ilitf io a given stand- Haycock and Cnrtxs (1960) 
subjectively identified species comiaon to specific portions 
of tiae moistnre gradient, *These studies are in general 
agr^aent with the resnlts in 1?able 4.3,1, Several 
discrepancies are noted for individnal species, Bakn^is 
and Hansen rated Ch iocenes hispid ala > Bice a laariana# 
L y copodin a a nnot i ntin an d ledna or oenlan dlcma as having high 
Boistare regnireaents. Apparently, they must be coniaon on 
lowland sites which Baknzis and Hansen sampled. Table 
4.3-t. shows these species to have no distinct rooistnre 
preference, or to be indicative of dry sites. These 
species have soiaewhat bimodal distributions, occurring on 
both dry and very moist sites. Haycock and Curtis (1960) 
found bimodal distributions for Chiooenes hisnidula^ ledum 
aroenlandicum and Bicea mariana. Haiantheaufficanadense and 
Byrola secnnda were rated dry-site species by Bakuzis and 
Hansen, while these species indicated no moisture 
preference in the present study, Haianthemum occurred in 
57 stands in the present study, more than any other 
species. It obviously exhibits no clear moisture 
preference in upland stands. Haycock and Curtis (I960) 
agreed that Haianttiemun was a ubiguitous species. Aster 
macronhyllus exhibited a strong preference for moister 
sites while Bakuxis and Hansen |1959) rated Aster as having 
intermediate moisture reguirements. Haycock and Curtis 
(1960) differed from the present study by assigning Corvlus 
cornuta to the dry species group and by assigning lubus 
-ll6 
pmb^scens to the group of species that grew everywhere- 
pre^nt study, rather, Corylus was excluded from both the 
from the drier sites in the present study. Some of these 
differences are due to differences in the portion of the 
moisture gradient which was sampled. Only upland stands 
were sampled in the present study. Batuzis and Hansen 
studied uplands and lowlands, but sampling was not done 
evenly across the entire moisture gradient. Minnesota has 
a slightly different climate and a largely different flora 
than the present study area. None of Minnesota is in the 
true boreal zone (Bowe, 1972|. The realized niche of a 
species is affected by the vegetation in which it exists. 
Species may have evolved slightly differently in the 
different areas in reaction to other species present in 
each area. Maycock and Curtis f1960) sampled uplands and 
lowlands across the boreal forest border throughout the 
Great hakes region. The differences in results can be 
attributed to different study areas. 
The species scores in Table 4.3.1, were used to 
predict moisture regime of each stand. Instead of using 
moisture regime of each stand to derive a weighted average 
for each species, the species scores were used to derive a 
weighted average for each stand. Christensen and Peet 
f1984) used this technigue to derive a predicted pH. 1 
Spearman’s rank correlation was performed between observed 
Gornufea showed no strong moisture preference in the 
driest and moistest sites, lubus was restricted 
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an4 predicted rooistare regime. Is egualled ,64 CP < *01|, 
Christeiisea aad Feet foand ofeserved aad predicted pH 
to also fee highly correlated, Honeverr these statistical 
resalts are virtaally meaaipgless, Ihe aethod is 
tautological, Hoisture reglne for pH) is used to derive 
species aoisture for pH) preferences; then these species 
scores are used to predict the original value. While 
original aoisture regime scores vary from 0 to 6, the 
predicted moisture regime scores vary from 2,197 to 4,222, 
Obviously the predicted moisture regime scores are on a 
different scale and do not accurately predict the original 
moisture regime. 
4,3,1, . Site Jndeig 
tlthough the predicted moisture regime, based on 
species values, is not an accurate predictor of the 
original moisture regime, no statement can yet be made on 
how the two values relate to plant response. One of the 
values may foe a better predictor of plant performance. A 
Spearman rank correlation was used to compare the two 
moisture indices with jack pine site indew values. The Bs 
for the soil based moisture regime was .43. The Is for the 
vegetation based moisture regime was .46, Both correlation 
coefficients were significant at p < ,01. Assuming that 
jack pine site index is related to available water, then 
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thie Feiietatioii a ad tlie soil are eiiaally good predictors of 
the site's raoistare statas, as it is perceived by the 
plants* 
Tbe rant correlatioas are highly significant| however 
neither soil-based nor vegetation-based moisture regimes 
are adegnate predictors of site index, 1*he trends are 
evident, bat the precision is low. 
Soil data has been extensively used to predict site 
index fCaraean, 1975); gnantitative vegetation data has 
been very infregnently used to predict site index fflaclean 
and Bolsinger, 1973), Soil data consists of many discrete 
variables which can be nsed as independent variables in a 
multiple regression, Vegetation data cannot be used since 
it doesn't satisfy most of the assumptions of ordinary 
least sguares estimation. The weighted averages technigue 
could be used to derive a predicted site index from 
vegetation data, but this does not seem profitable. The 
correlation coefficient would be similar to the correlation 
coefficient between predicted and observed moisture 
regimes. This correlation coefficient is lower than 
typical of suGcessful soil-site studies fCariBeaii, 1975). 
The result of the weighted average of species scores would 
have to be rescaled to recover the original range in site 
index. The rescaling function would fee empirical, 
non-linear, arbitrary and have no theoretical feasls. 
The potential use of vegetation to derive a precise 
value for site index seems poor. This is not a limitation 
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of tli© vegetation, as sncfe; the vegetation can be nsed to 
derive infornation about the site* lather, the liraitatioji 
is on the statistical methods which can fee appropriately 
nsed with the vegetation data* The vegetation data cannot 
fee nsed to derive a continuous function to determine site 
index* Discrete classes of vegetation have been nsed to 
predict site gnality. However, these classes nsnally have 
a large range of site index and a large overlap with other 
classes (Carmean, 1975). Soil types have a similar, poor 
relation to site index <Carmean, 1975; Grigal, 1989)* It 
is asking too much to expect discrete vegetation classes to 
accnratelf predict a continnons variable such as site index 
when discrete soil classes fail at the same task* 
Figure 4*3*5. shows jack pine site index valnes 
superimposed on a DECOllSI analysis of all stands with a 
jack pine importance value exceeding 4*0. The landforms 
are clearly delineated on the ordination* Site index is 
lowest on the washed sands of deltas and valley trains* 
Intermediate site index is found on outwash sands. Outwash 
sands with a sandy loam A or B horizon tend to have 
slightly higher site indices* Jack pine height growth is 
best in mixedwood stands on fine to medium textured soils, 
although typically jack pine is a small component of such 
stands. While jack pine growth tends to fee better on 
moraines, there are exceptions* Several very low site 
indices are found where rooting is restricted by shallow, 
bouldery or gravelly soils. Hansen found that jack 
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pin« heiglit growth was best in fflixe4woo<3 stands, but that 
soil factors and site index were poorlj correlated. 
However, since Jack pine site indices show a strong 
relationship with geo®orphology, the potential for 
soil-site work is great. Hansen was severely limited by a 
lack of modern computers. The general findings of the 
prernnt study agree with the egually general findings of 
Hitchie C1961), Rowe <1957) cited in Cayford, Chrosciewicz 
and Sims {19€T), Cayford, Chrosciewicz and Sims <19€7), 
Bedel1 and Saclean <1952). 
Aspen site index is superimposed on the DECORAHA 
ordination in Figure 4*3.6. Aspen generally grows poorly 
in Jack pine dominated stands. Aspen does achieve moderate 
growth on fresh to moist loess-covered outwash. 
loess-capped moraines have good to excellent site indices 
for aspen* The best aspen sites encountered were loess 
soils which were enriched with lateral water seepage. Site 
index is low on shallow or coarse moraines. Kittredge 
<1938) found poorest aspen growth on outwash; apparently 
there were no loess-covered outwash in his area. According 
to Kittredge, fine to medium textured ffioraines were best 
and sandy noraines were intermediate for aspen growth. 
This is in general agreement with the present findings. 
Kittredge did not use topographic position as a factor. 
However, sites enriched from lateral seepage were found to 
be the best aspen sites in the present study. 
All other tree species were infreguent in the dominant 
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or codoffiiaant crown class. Tli^refore^ site in^ex cannot fee 
deal OB St rated across a wide ran<|e of site conditions. 
4.4. AftLICA^IOBS TO SILfXCaiTmE 
The previous sections of this thesis have covered the 
basic ecology of upland stands in the study area* However# 
ttuch of this basic ecology is directly applicable to 
silviculture. ^he implications of the results may not be 
clear to a practicing forester who has had little exposure 
to the methods and terminology of ecology. In this section 
I state more explicitly the silvicultural iffiplications of 
ay results. Admittedly# others could give different 
interpretations. , These applications are not independent of 
the basic information. They are largely objective; they 
are based on information derived from the preceeding 
analyses. Information on community eoopositioii, structure, 
dynamics and productivity were utilized. Becoramendations 
were derived by relating this information to silvicultural 
reviews and common silvicultural knowledge. Silvicultural 
reviews which were# more or less, helpful includei lyre 
and leBarron# 1944; Jarvis# et al.# 1966; Cayford# 
Chroseiewicz and Sims# 1967; Sutton# 1969; Benzie# 1977; 
Johnston# 1977; Perala# 1977; Hacker, fSarshall and 
Bricksoa, 1983; Safford# 1983; Budolph# 1984* The 
recoramendatioiis are simplistic; they were meant to be. 
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Theire is considerable latitude in tteir interpretation, 
fhe recoaaendations are intended only as a aethod to 
transfer information to a forester who makes silvicnltural 
prescriptions. 
4.#.1. Assamptionsand limitations 
SilwiciiXtaral practices cannot be carried oat in a 
waciiiiffi. Site conditions and the economic environment will 
determine how appropriate a given practice nay be. 
4- 4. 1 - t. Stndy Area 
*lbe tesnlts of this stndy are only applicable to the 
stndy area or to an area with similar soils, climate and 
vegetation, flie surficial geology and climate were covered 
in the description of the stndy area. The vegetation has 
been described throughout much of this thesis. Only upland 
stands have been studied. 
4-4-t.2. ianagement Intensity 
Management implies action. All actions have 
associated costs. Increased levels of management ifiply 
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imcireaseS costs. Th^s^ costs mast be weigiied against the 
benefits nhich the actions obtain* No particalai: level of 
management is best. The level of management mast he in 
accord with the economic environment. Bananas conld he 
grown at the North Foie* This wonld he an acceptable level 
of management if it ever becomes economically practical to 
buiM a controlled environment suitable for banana 
prodaction at the North Pole. 
Stone I1975) divided forests managed at different 
intensities into wildlands, exploited forests, regulated 
forests, and domesticated forests, lildlands are mot 
managed. Exploited forests are dominated by extraction. 
Eegulated forests are regenerated to native species to 
provide yields similar to the original forest. Stone 
called this «Ecological Forestry”. Domesticated forests 
use exotic species or intensive cultaral practices, or 
both, to increase yields. A seed orchard would be an 
extreme example of a domesticated forest. Stone termed the 
management reguired to produce domesticated forests, 
”Technological Forestry”. 
Since I am assuming some fora of management is 
appropriate, wildlands can be eliminated as a suitable 
management intensity. Exploited forests should be 
eliminated as irresponsible management- 
The boreal forest in northwestern Ontario has long 
been an exploited forest. Attempts have been made to 
intensify management. This intensifIcation is based on the 
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assiiiaption that more inteiisive forestry is, somehow, better 
forestry. The intensification may be too great. 
The first crop of trees caroe cheaply. one had to 
pay to regenerate and groii the original forests. Forestry 
was prioarily extraction. thus, by definition, the boreal 
forest was an exploited forest* This lewel of forestry is 
appropriate as long as there is a frontier where extraction 
can be extended. When the frontier dininishes and second 
growtli must foe harvested, then the consegnences of 
exploitation are felt. Then soaieone anst start paying to 
regenerate and grow the next crop. & regnlated forest must 
foe dewsloped. 
in ay study area, a regulated forest is superior to 
the doaesticated forest because, currently, aost Intensive 
practices will not pay for themselves. Baskerville {1983) 
stated, ”At current interest rates, standard discounting 
practices would prohibit all activities except exploitation 
fof the boreal forest)«” The boreal forest cannot compete 
on a hectare per hectare basis with the southern pines or 
the Pacific Coast conifers. The economics combined with 
the slow growth rate of the boreal forest force us to 
ainimixe costs. Given the current staapage prices and 
alternate rate of return, ^oty little, if any, of the 
boreal forest in the area is suited for intensive forestry 
{technological forestry in the terminology of Stone, 1975). 
Ecological forestry is most suited to the charaGteristics 
of the boreal forest of northwest Ontario. Icological 
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characteris1:ics of tfee feoreal forest aast be used to the 
advantage of forest inaaageiaeiit, The decision is ultimately 
ecoBomic. Ecological forestry is less expensive* 
My silvicultural recommendatioiis are based on the 
following assamptioiis: t) costs must be miBimized; 2| the 
conifer, particularly spruce and secondarity pine, 
coapoBeBt of the forest must be maximized. These two 
assumptions are often at odds. I have had to balance them 
to make recomoeiidatioBS. 
^1.4.2. DelineatioB of iaad Types 
The classification of plant communities failed to show 
discrete associations. My results show that a 
classification of plant communities for management purposes 
would be arbitrary. The classification would be based on 
numerical characteristics of the data set which do not have 
a strong ecological basis- The units would be indicative 
of characteristics of the data set which would not truly 
represent distinct differences in the field. 
in my literature review I stated that there is 
considerable theoretical and empirical evidence to assume 
that discrete associations only occur as an artifact of 
subiective sampling methods and of subjective analytical 
methods- . The most distinct, the most real, plant 
associations are often more easily identified by 
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eaviroiifflemtal conditiaiis {for eicaaple, Wtiittaker, 1956; 
HaBller^Doiabois, 1969; Feet, 1980) • Am a priori decision 
to base a classification on any single factor seems 
fatuous. A clear model of tbe landscape can only be 
developed by considering several alternatives. 
Instead of plant communities, silvicultural 
alternatives will be considered for different land types, 
land types are not absolutely discrete; however, they are 
more discrete than plant coiamunities. fhe land types are 
based on simple geomorphological features. These 
geomorphological features have been combined or divided 
based on differences which implf different silvictiltur al 
practices. The land types X will describe are conceptually 
similar to the landtypes of HillsCl952; 1960; 1961), 
although they were derived very differently. Within a land 
type, silvicultural practices are discussed for various 
cover types which may be present. By combining land types 
with the silvics of the individual species, an 
ecosystematic approach is taken; both abiotic and biotic 
elements are considered. 
landforms were displayed on the DECOIIHA ordination in 
Figure 9.3.2. The glaciofluvial deposits appear distinct 
from the moraines. Therefore, my first dichotomy separates 
glaciofluvial deposits from moraines. 
Three land types are distinguished on level to 
slightly rolling glaciofluvial deposits; 1) medium sands 
of deltaic or valley train origin which ha been affected 
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by lake action* This ian4 type is gaite distinct on Figure 
#•3.2. 2) otttwash «hich is sand or loamy sand thronghoat. 
3) outwash with a sandy loam horizon. The finer horizon 
may be in the a or B horizon. The sandy loam horizon may 
be due to a thin layer of Ic^ss, or to a slowing of the 
outwash flow during deposition. These finer soils indicate 
a moister habitat. Outwash which is moister due to 
topographic position could also be included in this land 
type. This land type is not absolutely distinct on Figure 
4.3-2-; it differentiates better on Figure 4.3.5. iore 
black spruce is present on this land type than on coarser 
outwash- aiso^ lack pine site indez tends to be higher 
than on coarser outwash fTable 4.4.2-1.). These 
characteristics were deemed important enough to separate 
this landtype from the more general, coarser outwash land 
type. 
Four land types are distinguished on moraines; 1) 
shallow ground moraines; 2) sandy to loamy sand ground or 
end moraines; 3) ground or end moraines with sandy loam to 
clay loam soils; 4) ground or end moraines with a loess 
cap. The shallow ground moraines are arbitrarily given the 
maximun average depth of 50 cm. A bouldery or cobfoly C 
horizon which excludes all roots may effectively reduce 
soil depth and thus be considered a shallow moraine. None 
of my sampled stands are rock outcrops. Typically, rock 
outcrops were too small and too poorly stocked to meet the 
sampling criteria. Black spruce is abundant with lack 
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1?al)le JILverage and range fin parentheses) of jack 
pine and aspen site index for the seven land 
types- Site index egnals height in aeters at a 
hase age of fifty years- 
land €vne -: glots; 
1) Ontwash with 
sands or loaay 
sands thronghont 
2} Gntwash with 
a sandy loan 
horizon 
3) ;Deltaic sands 
affected fey lake 
action 
4) Shallxm ground 
aoraine 3 
5) Sand or loamy 
sand moraines 10 
6) doraines with 
sandy loam or 
finer loam soils 6 
7) doraines with 
a loess cap 9 
7a) loess 
receiving 
seepage water 3 
12.5(10.7-13-7) 
16. 1 Cl 3*1^10. t) 
17-5114-9-20.1) 
20.4(17;7-23.8) 
23.5(23.2-23.8) 
Plots Jack Pine 
10 17.8<15.3-19.8) 
4 18.8(18.1-19.7) 
6 15.1 (13.0-17,9) 
3 13-7(11.5-15.5) 
It 18.4(15.1-21.0) 
3 19.2(17.9-21.0) 
4 19.5(18.1-20.8) 
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pine, balsas fir, paper birch and aspen comnon on the 
shallow groand aoraines- 
Hone of the land types on aoraines are tralf distinct* 
^hey grade into one another- ^hey are based on two trends 
indicated in the previous analyses- as aoraines get deeper 
and finer-teirtnred, site index increases and the hardwood 
and balsaa fir coaponent increases. Site index valnes are 
shown in liable %-4.2.1- Although there is soae overlap, 
there is a clear relationship of site index to the land 
types- 
The cover type trend is less distinct- These land 
types are not delineated on Figure 4.3.2. The shallow 
moraines are on the lower edge of the moraine group. The 
sandy moraines tend toward the upper left portion of the 
moraines, although some aspen dominated sandy raoraines are 
towards the right portion of the ordination. The 
loess-capped moraines appear on the moister, right portion 
of the ordination graph. A few of these loess-capped 
moraines are in the middle of the moraine group; these 
stands are on the top of end moraines and have somewhat 
better drainage. Jack pine and the spruces are more 
abundant here than on other loess-Govered moraines- The 
loamy moraines appear betweeii and within these groups. 
Actually, all groups overlap with each other. There is too 
much intermingling of these groups to actually portray them 
on a figure. However, these groups do have utility. The 
groups are related to potential productivity, as indicated 
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1>T site index. flie yariabilitY of cover types within a 
land type is not a drawback. Shen silvicaltaral practices 
are considered for these land types, cover type and the 
silvics of the component species will be integrated into 
the discassion. 
ft.'f.3- Silfficiiltaral Considerations - -for ■' Bach land Tvne • 
ft•ft.3.1. Oatwash with Sands pp loamV Sands Thronghoat 
This land type is typically dominated by almost pure 
stands of lack pine- Competition from other species is 
slight. average jack pine site Index is 17.8« frange 15-3 
to tS.Smj- dack pine can be easily and satisfactorily 
regenerated on these sites by scarifying and lopping and 
scattering cone bearing slash CCayford, Chrosciewicx and 
Sims, 1957; Ball# 1975; Hacker, Marshall and Brickson, 
1983). This method sianlates the natnral regeneration of 
jack pine after fires- Scarification is used to prepare 
the seed bed rather than a hot natural fire. Serotinous 
Jack pine cones will open when exposed to the heat of a 
fire or when exposed to the heat at the gronnd surface. 
Breaking and scattering slash can be performed during 
scarification. fiolling dram choppers, sharkfln barrels or 
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disc plows may adequately modify and distribute 
cone'-beari®g slash• 1?his will eliminate an additional 
operation of hand lopping and scattering- Harvesting 
methods which leave slash on site should be used- 
Hechanical harvesters which strip branches will produce 
slash which is more easily modified by scarification 
procedures- Harvesting methods which leave whole tops may 
require hand lopping and scattering- Planting Jack pine is 
an unnecessary expense on these sites when an abundance of 
cones exist in the canopy- Seeding should be considered 
when cones are insufficient to achieve adequate 
regeneration CBenzie, 1977; Clark, 1984; Budolph, 1984; 
Smithy 1984)- Stands older than sixty-five years may have 
opened up, particularly after a light fire CCarleton, 
1982a;fe)- Gompetition from balsam fir and hardwood trees 
and shrubs will be more severe in such stands- A seed tree 
cut followed by burning and scarification will reduce brush 
competition CHoore, 1984). Aerial or direct seeding can be 
performed during or after scarification in lieu of the seed 
tree cut fChrosciewlcx, 1983; Clark, 1984; Smith, 1984)- 
Herbicide release treatment may be required if a prescribed 
burn is low intensity. 
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4, 4* 3, 2- Oatnash Jitfc a Safiiy Loaro Hoglzeii. 
'fhe sandf loam horizon is dne to either a thin loess 
laT«i^ or a slowing of water currents dnriag the deposition 
of the ootwash, dack pine is the most abnndant species; 
there is tfpically more hlack spruce than in the previous 
land type* Beciduous species and balsam fir are sometimes 
present. Campetition is greater than on dryer sands (Byre 
and leBarron, 1944, and this thesis)• Jack pine site index 
is slightly higher than on coarser outwash f18«8m average, 
18-1 to 19.7m range). Begeneration can be obtained as on 
the previous land type. A seed tree, burn and scarify 
method, or seeding after site preparation, may be best due 
to increased competition on these sites- 
Management for black spruce is a viable alternative on 
these sites. Planting would be reguired to regenerate 
black spruce. Black spruce is naturally more abundant than 
in the previous land type; survival may be greater on 
these sites. Productivity is higher than on the other 
outwash, making planting more economically viable. Flat 
outwash is easier to treat and plant than moraines, 
legeneration to black spruce may be the best alternative, 
since black spruce is preferred by industry. Black spruce 
is desired and; this land type is more suitable for black 
spruce production than other, dryer outwash. 
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4* 3- 3« Deltaic or Galley fra in - Saads affected - ^ 
fhis land type differs slightly from ontwash, 
Productiyity is lower (15*Ta average Jack pine site index, 
13.0 to 17-9o rang€),hat regeneration may he obtained by 
the same methods. 
Iverage soil depth of shallow moraines may vary from 
10 to 50 cmi a bonldery C horizon will effectiyeli reduce 
soil depth- Bock ontcrops are not included in this land 
type- Black spruce and jack pine dominate with paper 
birch, aspen and balsam fir commonly present, fhsse stands 
invariably regenerated after a hot fire- fhe stands are 
broadly eyen-aged and may extend over large areas- 
Prodnctiyity of these stands is low. Ayerage iack pine 
site index is 13.7m |11-5 to 15-5m range)| ayerage aspen 
site index is 12.5m (10.7 to 13-7m range). 
Strip cutting was initiated to limit erosion on 
fragile sites fjeglum, 1080). However, strip catting used 
on shallow soil upland black spruce has led to fair to poor 
stocking of desirable species and an increase in the 
undesirable balsam fir and hardwoods fFraser, et al., 1976; 
Jeglua, 1982; 1983)- Furthermore, strip cutting costs 
more than harvesting larger areas (Ketcheson, 1979). 
4.4.3.4./ Shallow loraines 
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^he ojcigioal stands Mere initiated after hot fires. 
Such fires covered large areas of the landscape and these 
areas regenerated naturallf to desirable species. These 
sites have low productivity. However, low productivity is 
not equivalent to fragility. Fragility is a terra that 
erists in the lainds of laen. It is not a guantifiable 
characteristic of the ecosystera- Ecologists use the term 
stability. One component of stability is resilience - 
whether a siailar stand will occur after a disturbance 
fleps, Osbornova-Kosinova and Bejaanet, 1982). By 
definition, the upland shallow-soil black spruce ecosystem 
is highly stable since, after natural fires, a new blach 
spruce stand regenerates. Black spruce is adapted to fire; 
while a rgently burned stand may appear devastated, spruce 
regeneration will soon occur Clarsen, 1980). 
Silvicultural practice would do well to emulate 
natural processes when these natural processes provide 
adequate guality stands. The following silvicultural 
alternative is derived from this viewpoint, ftn appropriate 
regeneration system would be a seed tree cut followed by a 
prescribed burn. This method has been applied to jack pine 
CHacker, Harshall and Irickson, 1983) but not to black 
spruce, to my knowledge. Feather mosses, the dominant 
ground vegetation on this land type, produce a poor seedbed 
for black spruce {Johnstan, 1977). Burning will improve 
the seedbed and reduce competition fJohnston, 1977). 
lesearch would be required to derive recommendations 
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on t:he auaber of see5 trees required to regenerate the 
stand. / Seed trees slioald be chosen irhich have a large 
nufflber of serotinoas cones and which have natarally pruned 
the lower branches. Such trees are fairlv cosimon in 
closed-crown upland black spruce* Some scorching of the 
crowns can be expected 5 slash should not be piled beneath 
seed trees. The seed tree ®ethod is highly dependent on 
seeding periodicitf. However, serotinous cones for 
seal-serotinous for black spruce) assure an adeguate seed 
source. This tremendous silvical advantage should not be 
forsaken. Some light mechanical site preparation may fee 
necessary after the prescribed burn, particularly if the 
fire is low intensity. The best situation would be a hot 
prescribed burn during suitable weather periods. If 
logistical problems do not allow burning during such 
weather, a prescribed burn followed by some scarification 
should be sufficient. If the soil is very shallow, (less 
than 15cm, say) and the organic mat is the main rooting 
medium, then the prescribed burn should be fairly light. 
The moss layer should be killed to prepare a seed bed, but 
most of the organic mat should remain. 
It is mandatory that site preparation fee carried out 
shortly after logging. Exposed black spruce trees on 
shallow soil are susceptible to windthrow Cfi^®ing and 
Crossfield, 1983)- The seed bed must foe prepared while the 
seed trees are still standing. Hinter logging followed by 
summer burning and scarification would probably be best- 
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Tfee see€ trees will ewentaally be win^throim. Salvage 
operations probably aren»t feasible, 
l?bis recoiniieiidatioii is innovative and controversial, 
lesearch is regnired to derive specific, practical 
guidelines. It is possible that unforeseen factors could 
lifflit the use of this aethod. for eraaple, it might be 
impossible to keep the seed trees standing long enough to 
adeguatelf seed the area, no matter how many seed trees are 
left. However, 1 believe the method has potential. 
^hese black spruce sites have low productivity and 
long rotations will be reguired. iis long as they are 
adeguately regenerated, they can provide considerable 
guaatities of black spruce pulp. 
h,4-3-5, Sand or loamy Sand Ground or Bnd Moraines 
Stands on this land type may be dominated by aspen, 
birch. Jack pine, balsam fir or black spruce; white spruce 
may also occur in some stands. Appropriate silviculture is 
determined by the species present in the stand and the 
species which are desired in the subsequent stand. The 
variability within this land type is tremendous. A 
forester needs to determine the characteristics of the 
stand and prescribe individual treatment for each stand- I 
will give very general guidelines based on the dominant 
species. 
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Jack pine doroinated stands contain considerable to 
insignifleant a®onnts of other species* Jack fine tends to 
pros best oa sites vhere balsaai fir, white spruce or the 
hardwoods are present and iack pine grows poorly in stands 
of aliBOSt pure jack pine or where iack pine is mixed with 
black spruce. Black spruce may indicate moister outwashes, 
but it indicates coarser or shallower tills. average jack 
pine site index is 18.4® (15.t to 21a range). Potential 
hardwood competition is greater on tills than outwash, 
although tills don*t necessarily have a greater water 
holding capacity. Sandy tills may be as coarse as outwash 
and hawe additional gravel and boulders. fhe heterogeneity 
of tills, compared to the homogeneity of outwash, may 
produce moister microsites in a laatrix of dryer soil. 
Individuals may utilise these moister microsites to 
surviTe. lopping and scattering slash may not succeed due 
to greater competition (Hacker, Marshall and Erickson, 
1983). a seed-tree followed by a prescribed burn and 
scarlfieation is more suitable for these sites- 
Scarification oust be carried out shortly after burning. 
Heat from the prescribed burn will open cones of the seed 
trees and seed will begin to be released* Some of the 
intricacies of the seed tree and burn method for jack pine 
are reviewed by Hacker, Marshall and Erickson C1^^3)• 
Seeding could also be used as an alternative to a seed-tree 
system (Clark, 1984* Smith, 1984). 
Sandy moraines tend to be poor aspen sites (16.1m 
-Iho- 
avera<|e site ia^ex; 13-1 to 18-9m jcange) ^ feat aspen 
freqaentl|T dominates sucti sites- Conversion to anotfeer 
species may sliglitly increase productivity- This may not 
fee economically advantageous- Aspen eradication nould 
reguire considerable effort including herbicides, severe 
site preparation, or both- Precedence was found to be 
important in determining subseguent vegetation- Aspen root 
suckers can quickly gain precedence over much of the site- 
Iradicating aspen may not be worthwhile since the treatment 
is difficult and this land type is not exceptionally 
productive- Onless conversion is necessary, regeneration 
by aspen suckers should be preferred where aspen dominates- 
Balsam fir or paper birch stands can fee more easily 
converted to other species- 
Balsam fir can be easily regenerated by advance 
regeneration present after clearcutting- If balsam fir is 
not desired, either a prescribed burn or severe 
scarification can eliminate the fir- The scarification 
must cover the entire area rather than patches or furrows- 
Jack pine or black spruce should be planted- 
Paper birch can be regenerated by the seed tree 
system- Scarification must follow the seed tree cut 
(Biorkboa, 1967; Marguis, 1969; Safford, 1983). If 
elimination of birch is desired, stump sprouting must fee 
eliminated by exposing or uprooting stumps during 
scarification, or by herbicide- Paper birch residuals that 
remain after logging inadvertantly produce a paper birch 
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seed tree cat, all j>a|jer toircli stens must be cut duriug 
logging if a paper birch stand is not desired. Planting 
Jacic pine or blacic spruce should folloii scarification. 
Blact spruce doainated stands can be regenerated 
similar IT to shallow soil blach spruce stands. Cospetitioii 
fron aspen and birch will be more abundant on these deeper 
soils, so release treatoents fflay be necessary to shorten 
rotations. 
Most stands on this land type are not moaospecific. A 
forester must determine which species are present in what 
guantity and which species are desirable in the subseguent 
stand. Irhe forester must integrate the considerations 
presented abowe to come to a final decision. It will be 
difficult to obtain an absolute nonospecific stand, The 
treatments fawor individual species, but no species will be 
absolutely excluded. Treatmeiits can be combined to favor 
two or more spares at the expense of another. 
4. .4. 3. 6. Ho raines with Sandy ■'-loam or - giner ■■ loam Soi ls - 
Mixedwood stands of yarious species composition are 
common on this land type. Jack fine height growth is 
superior to previous land types. Average jack pine site 
index is 19-2m f17.9 to 21m range). However, greater 
competition on these sites precludes management for jack 
pine until more intensive management becomes feasible- 
-1^2- 
fkls land tjpe lias average to above average site indices 
for asgen (17.5a airerage; 14.9 to 20.1a range). 
I^lie elimination or regeneration of the varions species 
shonld be carried out similarly to the previous land type* 
Although aspen grovs better on this land type, other 
species do also. Despite greater competition from aspen, 
conversion may fee a more econofflically viable alternative. 
Black spruce and white spruce are species most suited for 
plantation establistiment on this land type. 
Black spruce typically doesn*t form a large enough 
percentage of the stand to use natural regeneration. If 
black spruce is well distributed throughout the stand, a 
seed tree, burn and scarify treatment could be prescribed. 
This would reguire additional treatment to eliminate 
hardwood species. A large percentage of the possible black 
sprnce harvest would have to fee invested in seed trees. 
Black spruce tends to fee in intermediate or suppressed 
crown positions in these stands, Haavisto (1975) has shown 
that inferior crown class black spruce have few seed. 
Natural regeneration of black spruce would only be likely 
to succeed in very exceptional stands. Artificial seeding 
of spruces has had poor results fJarvis, 1966; Jarvis, et 
al., 1966; Fraser, 1981; Cayford, 1983). Natural seeding 
of small blocks increases the balsam fir component (Hughes, 
1967) . Therefore, if conversion is required, black spruce 
or white spruce for an exotic species) must be planted 
after thorough site preparation* Sufeseguent release 
-Ih3- 
treatiaents of tlie plantations will probalsly be repaired to 
ensnre ade^nate stockinq* 
4.-4*3«7. fioraiaes with a loess Cap 
^bis land type may be tbe laost prodactiye in tbe stady 
area* Average aspen site index is 20-4IB franqe 17.7 to 
23.8®); Average ^ack pine site index is 19.5a (range 18.1 
to 20.8a). all boreal tree species may occur in these 
stands. Aspen usually has a large coaponent in all stands. 
Ihe fflost prodactive situation ocxrars when the site 
receives seepage water. Average aspen site index is 23.5® 
(23.2 to 23.8® range). Aspen usually dominates these 
sites, but other species are often present. Aspen should 
be regenerated on these seepage sites because these sites 
are well-suited for production of veneer grade aspen logs, 
loot suckering will be sufficieiit to restock the stand. 
Scarification or a light prescribed burn way be used to 
eliminate balsam fir, when present, thinning can shorten 
the rotation. See Psrala (1977; 1978) or Steneker and 
Jarvis (19€6) for appropriate thinning schedules. 
Ihite spruce sawlog production should be considered on 
the tops and upper slopes of loess covered end moraines and 
on relatively flat, well drained loess covered ground 
moraines. On low-flying ground moraine a hardwood cover may 
fee reguired to SDsduce frost damage to planted white spruce 
-lUii- 
seedlisgs (Sutton, 1969). Herbicide would be needed to 
release the spruce after they have becoae established. A 
second release aay fee necessary due to potentially severe 
competition on these sites. 
Aspen should fee regenerated on all steep slopes. 
Aspen guickly revegetates a site and can reduce loss of the 
easily eroded loess. 
Natural regeneration of hardwoods or planting of black 
spruce should fee carried out on other sites within this 
land type. Considerations fflentioned in the other ffloraines 
oust fee followed, legeneration should be achieved promptly 
after scarification. It would fee unfortunate if the best 
upland soils in the study area were eroded away. 
4-9.3-8. Gettino Out of the-ivory lower■ 
I have not atteapted to give prescriptions, as such, 
^he only one capable of prescribing silvicultural 
treatments is a forester in the field. I have given no 
hard-and-fast rules to follow, fhe only hard-and-fast rule 
in forestry is that there are no hard-and-fast rules. 
Instead, I have tried to give some general inforination and 
some general guidelines. It is much better to give a 
forester information and allow him to make a decision 
rather than giving him a key and telling him, "You will 
regenerate operation group I fey method Y.« There is too 
-li+5- 
ffiucls variatioB in the real worici to be inclndeci in any 
classification. & forester aust interpret* For example, a 
loamy moraine iominated by black sprnce would probably best 
be treated by my recommendations for sandy moraine black 
spruce rather than my recoiafflendations for deeper loamy 
moraines- I iust didn’t happen to find any deep loamy 
moraines where black spruce was the most abundant species* 
k greater yield and more Gompetition would be expected* If 
a broad esker happened to have a thick layer of loess on 
the slope, this site could be best treated as a loess 
cowered moraine* Everything is open to interpretation. A 
classification may condense inforaation, but Judgement is 
reguired to determine how the information should be applied 
to a particular case* A classification goes from the 
specific to the general- !fhe decision maker must go from 
the general to the specific case at hand* I have attempted 
to pass along some of the information I’ve obtained* I 
hope that someone may make use of it* 
-ikG- 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND FULL SCIENTIFIC NAMES 
ABBREVIATION 
ABIEBALS 
AGERSPIC 
ALNUVIRI 
AMELHUMI 
ARALNUDI 
ASTEMACR 
BETUPAPY 
CHIOHISP 
CLADRANG 
CLINBORE 
CORNCANA 
CORNSTOL 
CORYCORN 
DICRSPP. 
DIERLONI 
LEDUGROE 
LYCOGOMP 
LYCOOBSC 
MAIACANA 
MITENUDA 
PICEMARI 
PLEUSCHR 
POLYSPP. 
POPUTREM 
PRUNPENN 
PTERAQUI 
PTILCRIS 
ROSAACIC 
RUBUSTRI 
SALIBEBB 
SORBDECO 
SPHASPP. 
STREROSE 
TAXUCANA 
VACCMYRT 
FULL SCIENTIFIC NAME 
Ahies halsamea 
Aoev s'p'loatum 
Atnus V'iri.d'is ssp, crdspa 
Ametaneh'Ler humdZds 
Arat'Ca nud'CcauZ'is 
Aster maOTophylZus 
BetuZa papyvtfera 
Chtogenes h'tsp'tduZa 
CZadZna rangirfertna 
Ct'irLtofi'ia horeaZts 
Cornus canadensis 
Cornus stoZonifera 
CoryZus cornuta 
Dieranum^ spp. 
DiervitZa Lonioera 
Ledum groentandicum 
Lycopod'ium compZanatum 
Lycopodium ohscurum 
Maianthemum canadense 
MiteZZa nuda 
Vicea mariana 
PZeurozium schreberi 
PoZytrichum^ spp. 
PopuZus tremuZoides 
Prunus pennsy Zvanica 
Pteridium aquiZinum 
PtiZium crista-castrensis 
Rosa acicuZaris 
Rubus strigosus 
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__ This is a most • interesting C;T gm.£i,can%—thoGis /—ancl—irtr 
represents—in terms of initial sampling of many (60) stands, the 
statistical analysesy and interpretation and thesis preparation--* 
virtually, I should think, a work possibly roinimally adequate for a 
doctoral thesis, and for this reason I am recommending a “With 
Commendation”_appellatiQn to the final version.      
  I_La.v.g- HQ xocQjninendations for, major rp^yjgjnnc; iIt x-e-spect— 
scientific content, which I believe is of some quite considerable 
importance and, so far as I am qualified to judge, the accuracy of 
the statistical analyses is without major apparent fault, I will 
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discuss the scientific significance of the thesis below, and will 
first indicate that, in regard to some points of style, I would 
suggest a minor change at the beginning of the last section (4.4). 
In. introducing the last section, the statement is made 
that, “This thesis could have omitted any applications,” and this 
seems a somewhat perfunctory introduction and detracts somewhat 
from the force of the presentation that follows, for, actually, 
the significance of the work lies to a considerable extent on the 
fact that it throws serious doubt on the validity and usefulness 
of much of the older, earlier work by foresters and ecologists, 
as well as forest soil scientists, to devise methods for judging 
the characteristics of the environment of various kinds of sites 
on the basis of the vegetational communities found there, particul 
the understorey communities. 
To summarize the value of the thesis in terms of under- 
standing of the structure and nature of vegetational comnmnities, 
at least those of the boreal forest, let me reiterate the major 
points of the thesis that bear on community characteristics; 
(1) Communities of the boreal forest are not discrete and 
consistently identifiable entities or units; they, rather, 
are continuously variable and non-discrete; 
(2) What might be called "classical” studies that are 
intended to identify different discrete communities are, 
thus, not realistic portrayals of the "real" situation 
in the boreal forest; 
(3) The work clearly demonstrates that different statis- 
tical techniques give different results with the data, 
particularly in the case of the shrub and herb strata, in 
which larger numbers of species are present than are presen 
in the tree stratum; 
(4) Analyses of the stand data reveal some consistencies 
in community composition (i.e., black spruce. Ledum, and 
Chiogenes), but these are not associated with the dominant 
tree species per se but with landform, moisture, disturbanc 
and other habitat characteristics to which the species are 
responding individualistically; 
(5) Boreal species, in general, are broadly adapted, with 
preferences for specific moisture conditions in the somewhat 
more narrowly adapted species; 
(6) Replacement over time of one tree species by another 
as dominants in the tree stratum, when and if it occurs, is 
the result of environmental conditions induced by habitat 
rather than successional trends that would be induced by 
the innate environmental responses of the trees. Fire is 
a major disturbance, other than human disturbance^ and 
obscures successional trends because of its frequency; 
rt
. 
(7) There is little consistency between site descriptions 
used variously in the past in forestry management practices 
and vegetational and/or soils data. Landform data, however 
show better correlations with soils and vegetation of all 
strata; landforms, thus, are more discrete than the plant 
communities and variations in the latter do not necessarily 
conform to variations in the former. 
I v/ill not attempt to list or mention any of the publi^atio 
based on the early unrealistic concepts that vegetational communit 
can be used to designate site characteristics, or the other works 
in which some attempt is made to use# verify/ modify, or refute 
the concept; they are many, some have been mentioned, others not, 
by the author in his introductory section, and those that are 
omitted are so treated largely I presume because they are mostly 
now of historical interest. 
I V70uld, then, for these reasons, stress the practical 
significance of the work, and this aspect is, I would say, as 
important as the theoretical implications in regard to vegetationa 
community structure and composition. The work clearly invalidates 
older, perhaps one might say classical concepts, which hold that 
plant communities are discrete units that can be employed to 
enviromentally characterize site conditions and habitat parameters 
Perhaps the author is making an effort to go easy on the older 
workers in the field, who, of course, were doing the best they 
could with the methods available. In any case, I feel some 
perhaps greater emphasis should be placed in the last section on 
the fact that the work does throw some doubt on the validity of 
the old methods and concepts; the author does this, but not as 
forcefully or directly as he might- On the other hand, perhaps 
he feels that he would be beating a dead horse, and, if so, this 
recommendation could well be disregarded. 
In summary, the work clearly has both theoretical and 
practical implications, and is important in both respects. The 
implications of the research are of quite considerable significanc 
and for this reason I believe the thesis is a most worthy one, Th 
results are certainly publishable, although I suspect there should 
be some effort to condense and summarize the work into a somewhat 
shorter version, or versions if more than one paper can be derived 
perhaps in a series. It would be interesting if the author would 
carry on his investigations along the lines of some of the 
possibilities he mentions for future research. These would be 
important continuations of the research presented here. 
